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Y:
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration plans
to implement a NASA-wide computerized information system for
occupational health and safety. The system is necessary to
administer the occupational health and safety programs and tc
meet the legal and regulatory reporting, recordkeeping, and
surveillance requirements. The requirements for the informal
system were documented in an earlier report, Information
Requirements of the NatirYaZ Aeronautics and Space Admini-
stration's Safety, Enviro mentaZ HeaZth, and Occupational
Medicine Program (Whyte, 1978).
This report is intended to illustrate some of the potential
data elements that NASA will require as input and output for the
new occupational health and safety information system. The data
elements are shown on sample forms that have been compiled from
various sources, including NASA Centers and industry. These
forms are grouped into categories that were defined in the
Shirey report (1980), NASA Safety and HeaZth Information System.
The data elements on these forms do not represent the com-
plete set of elements that will be required in these categories.
Rather, they represent the level of detail that NASA seeks in the
new information system. When the system is implemented, some
elements on these forms may t;e dropped, and others may be added.
A previous report, Supporting Documentation for the Occu-
pationaZ Medicine, Environmental HeaZth, and Safety Information
System Project (Whyte, 1979), also addressed data collection
requirements for the new information system. Data elements were
listed for the medical history, physical examination, laboratory
tests, noise exposure data and audiometric tests, physical
examination scheduling, occupational accidents and injuries,
and safety and environmental health inspections and abatements.
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The formats of the sample forms in this report are not
recommended for either worksheets or screen input templates
in the new system. It is expected that input formats will be
developed by the successful system vendor, and that NASA will
use the existing formats whenever possible.
Some of the forms in this report were developed by private
organizations. Permission to reproduce those forms has been
obtained.
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Medical History Input
A
i
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE
OHMS
MEDICAL
HISTORY
A SERVICE OF AMERICAN BIOMEDICAL CORPORATION
IN COOPERATION WITH MEDI-TECH INCORPORATED
0 n the following pages, you will find questionsabout your health and medical background.
The questions are designed to assist the doctors in protecting your
health. Your answers and the medical tests will help in finding your
health problems. The questions and tests are designed to detect
early signs of harmful effects of exposures in your work place so
that protective measures can be taken.
The information you provide will be used only by
the medical department.
Although the questions are spread over several
pages, you will probably find that they can be answered quickly and
easily. Please read them carefully and enter your answers within the
proper squares. Don't be concerned about complicated medical
words. If you don't recognize the words, you probably haven't had
the problem. Be as accurate as you can. It's for your protection.
1140 109 RAN
1. Q
9. Q
1. Q
A. Q
^. Q
IV DAVE PON INJURTI
Last TNAN 1 DA?S1
a-1A DAYS?
I$-60 DAVSt
OWE" a0 DAYS?
NONE?
=	 Today's Data ._.
W Oar VI
EMPLOYEE HEALTH TESTING
kWW"1IM Numt►s►
600 PaceJ. Y^i•{. , aTil.\ a. or
see Marital status now 1. Q $#*"a• 	 A. 0 OIVORCfof
1. G RaRR1t0 Duct ONnV?	 I. Q SIPARATSOT
a. Q 8I00510?	 G. Q "Sontag Root THAN ONCal
acoo Do you have dependent children?
l.•
	
also Now far did you go In	 1. Q
	
school?	 t , Q
t. Q
also it YES. HDG saNV2 1.01.
P_
 MADE SCHOOL ONLT?	 a. Q
"OR N1400 acH00► T	 G. CO
01110 14 SCHOOL Gae00AT9?	 1. (_
So11/ COLLEGE 04 ncN. SCHOOL• I. [^
a.0 A.0 S .0 S.0 an wont
COL6144 04 TaCN• 6cN0OL GRADUATt1
6001 Pool GRAOUATa 6CNOOL?
POST GRADUATE 01164991
STILL IN SCHOOLI
1 Soo length of time on present job? J . 	 It .	 r .L'..r J 1r.	 J-S ire.	 b-JO Ire.	 Over JO g rew	 Nev 9'^pioYrr
IAOO Have you ever been rejected for insurance, military service or employment because of your health?
00010100106
1 too Have you ever received compensation for work-related Illness or Injury?
.
IGOO Do you have any religious beliefs that could affect your medical cafe?
ee	 n
ITOO tlN past year were you off 	 because of Injury or illness?dMP..Nn
also 1,11 YES, HOn RAN? OATS Pop ILLNESS?
1. Q Laas TNAN 1 DAV E ?
1. Q 0-14 DAYS?
f. 0	 16-to DA?st
A. CO	 OVER so OAVST
G. Co NONE?
ISO* in your work, do you frequently encounter
/. Q WENT N16N social LIVILST
1. Q I04ITATING PUREST
S. Q SOTNEQSORE OUSTS?
A. Q TN10166 T00 ARE ALL60GIC To?
S. Q TOXIC SUDSTANCES 011 SOLUTIONS?
G. O UNUSUAL NEAT?
T. Q NAtARDOUS ACT1VITIVas t"l6N VOLTAGE. EXPLOSIVES. 11C.1?
S. Q NONE or TNEst?
/woo Do you stand continuously in your work? P P
t000 Or do you work In cramped or uncomfortable positions? ^I Q
..	 o
el
f 3
EMPLOYEE HEALTH TEBTINa
a
IdnMifomm *armor
f l oo IO your nrww "? T P stoo Ape, M MVMIp
1. O sa•as
Sam C# 3now	 f. CO ••-fs
s. O a6-6s
^. O 66-TO
6. O ...R TO
taco Is your father "? Q P] taco Ape, N Wng
.•	 o
I. O s6-a6
Don'ttXROW t. O a6-ss
6. O s6-so
a. O 66-To
6. O Ova* To
atoo N deosaaed, ape M deM aso pfd She dle of
I. Q wrong ASS as I. O Cancan
s. C3 as-s6 f. O Haan► olsaa
s. C3 sass a. O aRoRa
s. Q
r
66-66 6. O accloan►
s. O *a-To a. O Olson CAUSE
6. O ova* To Vj
a600 N dscsaMd, ape d death 8660 Did he die of
1. CO sarong ass of I. CO CAMCoA
f. CO SS-a6 a. CO
	
•RIA*T DISEASE
6. O a6-' A S. O STRDAs
a.0 s6-6S	 wo a. O ACCIDENT
S. O 66-To S. O DT,9* CAUSE
•. O Ovan To
a 70 Have any brothers or Nstem aunts or uncles died before the ape of 604 []lio	 P. Doll I t -ow
&too Nava any of your blood relatives rpar•nt6, Crandpar6nta, frother1 or Sistors. Aunt s or Unales. or
Chi Wren) Had any of the following d1swass4
1. O No RNOSL9069 OF a.00D RELATIVES,	 6. O TUSa*CULOSIS,
a. CO Dlaastas,	 T. Q SPILa►sT,
a. O GTRORsT	 a. O OoAINE SS w"m so was. Or Asa ,
a, O VG ART 016E1sal 	 s. CO NONE Or TstsE
t. O „Ise aLWD PRESSURE,
earn Or any of these
1. O CANCER,	 a. CO ALcomla.,
a. O ALLERGIC DISEASE,	 6. O me UTAL 016EASE,
S. O WUTI	 T. O SLODO DISEASE,
a. O SUICIDE,	 s. O oven SEISM,
6. O NONE Or ►asst,
44
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EMPLOYEE HEALTH TESTWO	
,4444. ^T1WItat^+lt t^gllllt>f►
NOW 
u 
hod my .. Chmak .ny wW, hot
9899	 1. Q 1ASASITas. 10998 OA AROEGA 1. Q also
•. Q NRumulA 1. Q
S. Q 01114116.115 9. Q
A. Q "ask" MABLae A. Q
s. Q wims s. Q
s. 0 SCARLET (EVEN s. Q
1. Q 41"RURATIC OavER 1. Q
s. Q KALA%IA a. Q
e. Q NOW o. 10491111 s. Q
Or any of d1Nw a+ (Candnulnp trouble)
9800	 1. Q PoLto 1. C3 asoo
I. Q 01&09?95 8. Q
a. Q nENNINe1Tts on eNCtpMAL m * •. Q
A. Q TUBERCULOSIS •. m
e. Q INrltrl o.s ooNoNUCLaos1a 1. Q
e. Q MaRMtrls ON Sa10Nr11
 OISa m A. Q
1. Q a10aAINa NEADACHIS t. Q
e. Q NONE or TKa E •. Q
ar#1 ago (Condnulnp Wuble)
8400	 1. Q a'ILaAST. PITS ON CONVULSIONS 1. Q Deco
a. Q GOUT on ANTOOITIS 1. CO
1. Q LauRaala on OTMaN BLOOD Ol stan 8. CO
A. Q atNTAL ILLN166,01tavous MIAADON" A. Q
S. CO oapatseloN aaoutalNC TREAraaNr 1. Q
s. Q ALCONOLIaN ON CIRRM05I11 A. Q
1. Q PEPTIC ULCaA T. Q
S. Q NONE 01 TH959 s.
YI
e
--9
e S
EMPLOYEE HEALTH TPSTINO
IOsftfcaw Nl "Of
seeeNeve f tau !w►
 Aid any ouro it	
es i T,
or YES, coats fit menwrims vow wvs "Aa
sfes
1. p IMS10.11 Awe 4"101e99
C3 ammixt
s. 0 GALL o<Aeotaf
•. 0 InatilAT
sees (OR ME)
1. Q sfeAlLls&f$Ow I01111.6 cis FINA1.111
s, G plosmave1
a. C] sTomac",
shoo (OR THESE)
1. CO LASVNmN
1. Co sseAST,
s. C] UTRWUS an Gale. aeaoveo on "palatal
o. Q ae«oeellolee,
G. Q vu lcoss alels,
f. p e act
e. Q caesAalAN GICflal,
e. C] Monk or T1e619
e. M coLON on aec,w" 1
6. C:3 f"ya01D9
P. Q moot o. T"see,
4. Q reels Oa feallaxa1
G. Q Soma ON Mown
s. Q ,lol"T om mmv
1. Q "a Or Toast?
6000 Have you had other surgery, not Usted? ^
Ti• F"
41 oo Has surgery ben l isom -n ended which you have not had done? QI p• P
480CHave you ever had cancer or a maDgrowd
P, a
&Sao Ltm - OAS T"IS A focIN CANC14. ALOW1
ee	 o
4400 Have you hid any bialnlents with X4iy, radium, cobaft or radiolad"se?
ee	 o
4000 Have you ever had broken bones or other b*ry which caused permanent deformfty or disability? Q
oe	 o
4600you 7.Q 	t.	 t.	 I.	 a.	 I.	 7.
^^	 Dlind7	 totaiit	 084 a eo	 An	 Peeopiioier Die; ed in	 Lore of
Deaft	 speak fMueel! Amputee!
	
Other Vaye!	 rAese!
*Too peek the kemunW ions or vaccinations which you have had.
1. CO
	
SMALL Pox. too PAST to vas. T a. C] VNOOP1NG COUa111
a. C]	 s1u<L Pox. owes to vas. AGO, e. C3 oIPT"1m1A,
a. O TeTANUs. I" ►As, a vac., ,. a POL10 48"0,91,
4. CO le' "Us. oven a vat. AGO, s. Q o0<10 ley "OUT"1,
•. C] No"e Or Toast,4600	 Howiboutthae
1. Co seAGL1N s. 1=3 "metes,
`d
1. Q am"'m 06A6L18, G. a GAWK GLOeuL IN g lmv t GLOSULI0411 _.l
S. C]	 INrLUBMIA tin ,"e PAST veAlll, f. Q *NosAat
4. CO TvP"010, G. Q flaw tM foaset
6800 tF
1. Q
t. Q
3. C]
•. Q
b. Q
MAIN THOSE ANSWERS W"IC" ARE CORRECT
AVERAGE LESS THAN 3 DRINKS PER WEEK?
AVERAGE 3 TO E DRINKS PER WEEK?
AVERAGE 7 TO 24 DRINKS PER MEEK?
AVERAGE 24 TO 110 DRINKS PER WEEK?
AVERAGE MORE THAN 113 DRINKS PER WEEK?
6300 In Y01 
1. Q OPINK WINE
am	 f. Q DRINK SEER
1. Q DRINK WHISKEY. VODKA, GIN OR
OTHER NANO LIQUOR
•. Q DRINK NONE 714AN YOU DID LAST
YEAR
EMPLOYEE HEALTH TESTING
51 oo AA yw n05I1 M t my ma>dkdbm tAOul^tly7 Zvi. 7I
ofoe Move you em hid an ~ ruction km tmdbNM or *= W4mi; w?^^''''t'^
Ti c
5100	 ytiu hEld	 IINIpIC NMeM	 1. Q ASTHMA •
f. Q NAY /EVER •
1.Q NIVES •
6.	 OTHER ALLERGIC ILLNESS t
5. 
L:3
 
NONE t
t	 t
6
ARE YOU ALLE RGIC TO
t. Q PLANTS 1 ►ot50N IVY. ETC. of
f. Q ►Ot.1E/15 INAG WEED. ETC. It
0. 0 ROODS t
SOoo Do you mAk! eipEatrttes? IQ p
6. u ANIMALS t
6. Q OUSTS OR MINERS t
0. Q INSECT STINGS t
T. Q SOMETHING ELSE t
5. Q ooN-T KNOW •
no IL M . TELL US NOV MANY.	 0100 AND FOR NOW LONG
1. Q 1/2 PACK OR LESSiDAY ?	 1. Q LESS THAN FIVE YEARS ?
S. C31/2  TO 1 ►ACKIOAV t	 sr	 f. Q FIVE TO TEN YE ARS ?
1• G 1 TO 2 PACKS/DAV t	 1. Q TEN TO TWENTY YEARS ?
•. Q 2 OR MORE PACKS/OAY ? 	 •. Q MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS t
00 IP Nt1. 010 YOU PREVIOUSLY SPOKE REGULARLYt	 o
	
e1	 RC
0000 Do you smoke nlMl)Ianna j Y } 1/0
6000 IF YES. 00 YOU AVERAGE.AT LEAST.ONE JOINT A DAYt 1. Q
	1-3 JOINTS A OAVt	 f. Q
	
OVER 3 JOINTS A DAY?	 1. Q
	
LESS THAN ANY OF YNESE?	 A- Q
61 oo 0o you drink falcoha' ac lw waM? I Q
se
0600 100 YOU THINK YOU HAVE A ORINKINr PROLEM? ^]
ss	 o
N you don9 drink now, have you been • heavy drinker M #w past? 
IpI 
G]
*.On LE
_= . DID YOU STOP DRINKING ►ECAUSE YOU THOUGNT YOU HAD A 04INKING PRGBLE O? U D
Y. a	 NO
6700 Aft YOU A AMER OF A.A.? Q Q
' ."c
TI'.
c	 EMPLOYEE HEALTH TESTING IderAmca m NUWAf
•000 Do you bko any haOuclnogelllc or hard drugs such n LSD, speed, in oirl, cooslne^ ate.? Q••	 o
A►oo b voulr0* 	 1^	 f. Q	 6. C3RL-	 rk?	 sfOf11H6/Y!	 •
7000 Other than your f ob, how much a1teR1a0 do you gat?
I. {= STAIRS. LESS THAN 5 FLIGHTS 04 WALK LESS THAN 112 MILE. 4 TIN96--919K, OR 9QUIVALINTI
I. Q CLIPS 5.15 FLIGHTS 0++ VALK 1/2 • 1 1/2 NILES. 4 TIMESiW[[K, dR EOUIVAkf NTv
I. CO CLIMB 15-20 FLIGHTS OR WALK 1 1/2 • 2 NILES, 4 TIMESiWEEK. OR EQUIVALENT?
f. Q NOR[ EXERCISE THAN ANY OF THESE
11 o o Ara you hollowing and' special diet now?
	
	 ^T T"
7800 Do you sat at beef t wsd balanosd mauls awry day?
Q
?306	 Do you think you are definitely OvMwelght?
	 Q
-OFAREA MOST	 YOUR  FAMILY DEFINITELY OVERWEIGHT? ^]1F YES.	 7foo
{	 1600 HAS OVERWEIGHT SEEN A LONG STANDING ►ROSLEM 410 YRS.11 Q []
1600 ARE YOU DIETING NOW? (^
T100 00 YOU TAKE AN APPETITL 	 SUPPRESSANT MEDICATION? Q u
7000 COULD YOU REDUCE TO NORMAL WEIGHT IF YOU HAD TOt Q CJ
6000 Has your weight changed as much as 10 pounds In the past year? FQNP
61oo I IF	 . HAVE YOU	 A. 0 GAINED WEIGHT?
	
.-.	 H. Q OR BOTH, UP AND DOWN?
H. EfILOST WEIGHT?	 .r
•HODiF COST HEIGHT. HAS IT SEEN 	 1.	 BY OIEY,
H. Q UNEXPLAINED?
S. Q DON'T KNOW?
6300 Do you think that you are in good health?
P. o
6600 Do you tin out or fatigue a lot more than one year ago? nP
.-
6600 IL M. IS THE FATIGUE	 1. Q WORSE IN THE MORNING. TILL YOU GET GOING?
H. Q WORSE IN THE AFTENIMON OR EVENING?
3. Q PRESENT ALL OF THE TIME?
6. Q PRESENT OUT NOT ALL THE TIME?
6600 Do you regularly have favor or elevated temperature? P P
*Too 1F	 00 YOU ALSO HAVE SEVERE SWEATS AT NIG11T? Q Q
rff	 No
6•oo Do ym seems fa have more mMe or lnftdl ms this yur?
fI	 O
26
1
EMPLOYEE HEALTH TESTING
	 kb w	 NuabBl
Bsoo Have you ever been told by • docto► than you hid sugar dlsbMM? ! ^' I p
I YES, 00 You	 A. C3 FOLLOW A 0117 FOR DIAS[T96f
B. Q TAK1 INSULIN SNOTS DAILY9
B. Q TAKE A DIABETIC ► Ill OAILY9
6. Q HAVE TROUBLE CONTROLLING YOUR BLOOD SUGAR•
B. Q TEST YOUR URINE RIGULARLV•
6. Q 00 NOTHING ABOUT YOUR DIASITIST
•/AO	 Q
>f . Q
•. Q
•. Q
•. Q
t. Q
INCREASED THIRST FOR WAT[RT
SHAKINESS OR V[AKNESS THAT 6176 S[TT[R WHEN YOU [AT.
A LOT MORE SWEATING THAN YOU 010 LAST V[ART
HON[ TROUBLE WITH COLO WEATHER THAN LAST Y[ART
MORE TROUBLE WITH NOT WEATHER THAN LAST YEAR?
ANY RECENT CHANSE IN FACIAL OR SODY MAIR?
NONE of THESE?
*too Have you ewe had • goiter or trouble with your thyroid?
..	 P
mo Do ym veer glass" or contact lenses?
9400 IF YES. ARE YOUR LENSES PLASTIC OR 'SAFETY' TVPE1
•^	 o
0000 Do you have trouble with your eyes that cannot be corrected with glasses? 1 7"' I P
•^	 P
9600 JFM. 00 YOU HAVE	 1. Q A BLIND EYE?
t. Q AN ARTIFICIAL EYE?
3. Q CATARACTS ♦
6. Q GLAUCOMA?
G. Q DOUBLE VISION OR SLURRED VISION?
6. Q INFECTION OR IRRITATION OF EYES?
V. Q SOME OTHER ►ROBLEMT
9f oo Have you had a hearing test In the lest two years? 	 rm p
r,s
9600 IF YES. WAS YOUR NEARING TESTED AS NORMALT P
7e^	 Nv	 Don'f Annu	 ^.
9900	 IF NO, WAS YOUR PROBLEM IN YOUR 	 1. Q RIGHT EART
f. Q LEFT EAR?
8. Q SOTN EARS?
•. Q NEITHER [AR OR DON'T KNOW?
l0000 Do tw thin$ yiur hsng Is	 1. Q 60009 S. Q FAIR? 1. Q ►OORT
19
Pioaoo answer most 8 questions
•EMPLOYEE HEALTH TESTING 	
IdBn!AwAbon Nufte►
I NM"not good	 10100
lease
10000
10600
Osseo
10000
HAVE YOU JUST NOTICIO A RICINT CNANGEt Q Q
00 YOU BIAR A NEARING A10? Rl
00 YOU FREQUENTLY HAVE DRAINAGE FROM ZITHER EARL	 Q
•.
00 YOU G[T EAR VAN THAT RIDUCfS YOUR NEARING#	
p
HAVE YOU HAD NEARING LOSS SINCE BIRTH OR SINCE CHILDHOOD
'c
HAS YOUR MIARING BEEN AFFECTIO BY NOISE EXPOSURE 
•.	 u
toto0 Hav+a you had any OUW soft I11 SW Moubb. nW hSWM91M? l P t p,
10000 gm. IS IT	 I. Q RINGING OR BUZZING IN [ITNER EAR?
0. © TROUBLE WITH EAR INFECTIONS OR EAR FAIN?
f. Q PREVIOUS SURGERY ON IOUR EAR OR 'MASTOIOS'?
•. Q EAR VAX?
R PROBLEM?
IOfOo Do ym have	 1. Q PAINF UL SINUS INFECTIONS?
t. Q FREQUENT STUFFY OR RUNNY NOSE?
f. Q FREQUENT SNEEZING?
•. Q BOTHERSOME DRAINAGE IN THE BACK OF YOUR THROAT?
f. Q NOSEBLEEDS NOT DUE TO INJURY#
f. Q TROUBLESOME NASAL OBSTRUCTION?
T. Q NONE OF THESE?
11000 Do you haw	 1. Q FREQUENT SORE THROATS (MORE THAN • OR f A YEAR(t
1. Q SORES OR LUMP S IN YOUR LIPS. MOUTH OR TONGUtt
S. Q DENTURES OR FALSE M TN?
K. Q SERIOUS TROUBLE WITH YOUR TEETH OR BLEE02NG SUMS?
f. [] PERSISTENT HOARSENESS EXCEPT WITH COLDST
f. Q TROUBLE SMALLOVING?
T. Q NON[ OF THESE?
111 oo Do you have a regular. everyday 0augh?
11100 lF	 $. 15 THE COUGH	 A. Q JUST MITHIN THE LAST FEU MONTHS?
1. Q PRESENT FOR SEVERAL YEARS?
1. Q ^SIASONAL#
4. Q DUE TO SMOKING#
8. (^ NONE OF THESE t
$$Boo 1f _$. 00 YOU COUGH UP I. Q L100D OR BLOODY MUCOUS?
F. Q YELLOV OR GREEN MATERIAL?
f. Q LARGE AMOUNTS OF SPUTUM. MUCOUS OR PHLEGM?
•. Q NONE OF THESE?
16
Wsntifimbon Number
EMPLOYEE HEALTH TESTING
I10
^
P
10	 Do. 't (glow
1. 0 TUBERCULOSIS?
f. Q PNEUMONIA?
t. n EMPHYSEMA?
6. Q CHRONIC sRONCm ms,
$. 0 SCARRING OR FIBROSIS/
6. Co FUNGUS OR YEAST INFECTION?
T. Q TUMOR OR CYS11
B. Q SOMETHING ELSE/
1 I. oo slave you had a chest x-my within the last year?
11500 IL M. WAS IT ABNORMAL iN ANY MAV7
- - - - - - - - - -
	 - -	
f te e L
11600	 WAS IT REPORTEC T:, If
1 1 loo Have you had a skin lest for tubemlosis within the past one year
.. P
11000 IfYE . WAS IT REPORTED TO BE NORMAL? 	 Q	 U	 Q
Its	 go	 Dots / fnov
1 1600 Do you ~ have wheezing or whistling In your chest?
Fee
 If	 . 00 YOU HAVE ASTMMA7 Q 	 Q
	
fee	 PC
1 it 1 o o Have you had any serious chest or lung disease that hasn't been nuntloned P P
1 ttoo Are you so bothered by shortness of breath that you must stop whet you are
doing In your orairmq daily activity? '7 p
11300	 IF YFR. ARE YOU SHORT OF BREATH WITH
	 1. Q WALKING ON LEVEL GROUND?
t. Q CLIMBING ONE FLIGHT Of STAIRS?
/.	 ONLY HEAVIER EXERTION?
6, d SiTTING OR NO ACTIVITY?
18600	 If YES, 00 YOU	 A.	 PROP YOURSELF UP WITH PILLOWS TO SLEEP?
t. ® AWAKE FROM SLEEP SMOTHERING OR WITH SEVERC SHORTNESS OF BREATH?
S. Q NEITHER?
1 t 6 0 o Are you bothered by chest discomfort — sltiler pain, pressure or tightness I 
p 
I 
p
l	 18600	 IF YES. 00 YOU REGULARLY GET CHEST PAiN WiTH PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OR WITH ANGER?
	 Q	 Q
lee	 No
11700	 ii	 . AT THESE TIMES DO YOU HAVE
	 1. Q HEART POUNDING. RACING OR SKIPPING?
t. [^ SWEATING,
t. Q SHORTNESS OF BREATH OR COUGH,
•. Q WEAKNESS OR LIGHTHEADEDNESS,
S. Q NONE OF THESE,
18600 iF YES. HAVE YOU NAD THESE PROBLEMS JUST WITHIN THE PAST YEAR, 	 Q Q
Yoe
	
tc
IE
11
EMPLOYEE HEALTH TESTING
	 1ftW c W tiuMbw
1 t000 Have you ever been Hid by yaw doctor that you had high b1oo0 prnsum?
11000 IL M. ARE YOu TAKING MEDIC111E FOR YOUR BLOOD PRESSURE ► 	 j= 0
/@s	 to
1 s 1 oo t'1a11s ycu aver bean bid that you had trouble with your hoot?	 P]
$$too IL M. WAS IT	 1. Q HEART MURMUR OR LEAKAGE ►
1 Q RHEUMATIC FEVER OR HEART 110ECTION?
I. Q IRREGULAR HEART BEAT ►
•. Q AN ENLARGED HEART?
G. Q A MEANT ATTACK ►
0. Q CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE ►
► . Q HEART FAILURE. ►
t. [] SOMETHING ELSE•
t. Q DON'T KNOW
11100	 IF	 ARE YOU CURRENTLY AINOER A DOCTOR'S CARE FOR TOUR HEART? 	
f	 N
1 s000 Have you had an a le ch ocardiogram (EKG or heart tracing) within the past year? I Q $ P
I1500
	
IF YES. WAS 11 NORMAL?
Is000 t^lyO1111aVEU	 1. Q SWELLING Of FEET AND ANKLES DAILY?
t. Q LEG CRAMPS AT NIGHT OR WITH WALKING.REGULARLY?
1. Q VARICOSE VEINS THAI CAUSE YOU TROUBLE?
•. 0 PHLEBITIS (WITHIN THE PAST YEAR)?
^. 0 OTHER HEART OR CIRCULATORY TROUBLE ►
•. 0 NONE Of THESE?
w oo  la your appetite as good" h was a year ago? Q P ♦ / 1 r • o b h batter? Q P
1 so o o In the past year, have you had a problem with nausea ("sick to stomach") or vomiting — a real
problem, not just having It once in a while?	 o
11100	 Ir YES, IS IT	 1. [^ JUST WITH EATING?
1. Q ASSOCIATED WITH PAIN OR MEARTBURN?
S. Q ASSOCIATED WIT" DIZZINESS?
•. Q NOT CONNECTED WITH ANYTHING YOU KNOW OFT
0. Q GETTING WORSE ►
•. [] NONE OF THESE ►
fF
1
3
/12
EMPLOYEE HEALTH TESTING
IOBIItNICaNOn Number
16000 Do you *equentty — once a week or mom — have WomsOh or sbdom1nsl distress (hmftm, a0ur
stornsch, Indipestbn, "pas" Or psln)?
.. Q
14100	 Ir	 IS IT	 1. Q Rj MMEDIATELV AFTER EATING9 11000 IS IT A. Q MOSTLY UPPER AODOMENt
t. Q '9HEN YOUR STOMACH IS EMPTY? 	 f. C3 AROUND THE BILL Y BUT TON?
0. Co JUST WITH CERTAIN FOODS?
	
me	
0. Q LOWER ABDOMEN?
A. Q JUST WWI% NERVOUS OR TENSE?	 A. (_—]ALL  OVER THE ABDOMEN?
0. cj PRETTY MUCH EVERY DAY?	 I. Q NO PARTICULAR LOCATION
0. CO NOT CONNECTED WITH ANY Or THESE?
r1
IA)oo	 WHEN YOU GET 17. WHAT RELIEVES IT 1. 0 ANTACIDS ITUMS. ROLAIOS. SODA, ETC.I?
R. Q MILK OR EATING?
I. Q BOWEL MOVEMENT OR PASSING GAS?
A. Q BELCHING?
0. Q VOMITING?
•. Q NOTHINS HELPS?
16400	 "AVE YOU SEEN A DOCTOR FOR THIS PROBLE N t Q CJ
l.e No
$*too	 ARE YOU UNDE R PHYSICIAN TNEATMENT NOW? O Q
149oo traveyalwerhad	 1. Q JAUNDICE?
1, Q HEPATITIS?
1.	 GAIL STONES?
•. Q ENLARGED LIVER?
m. Q ENLARGED SPLEEN?
•. OTHER LIVER TROUBLE?
Q NONE Or THESE?t.	 ?
14700 IF YOU "AVE HAD ANY Of THESE PROBLEMS. ARE YOU HAVING TROUBLE WIT" THEN NOM?	 Q	 Q
Ire	 K.
1.9 00 HaVe your bowel mc)vements been normal for you during the past yew?
14900	 1! to. MAS THE PROBLEM BEEN WIT"	 I, [= DIARRHEA (LOOSE. WATERY STOOLS)?
t. Q CONSTIPATION (HARD. DRY BOWEL NOVEMENTSI?
7, Q SOME Or BDT"?
A. Q B^IGNT RED BLOOD IN YOUR STOOLS?
S. [:D TARRY OR BLACK STOOLS?
/.	 THIN. NARROW BMS?
r. Q ASSOCIATED PAIN OR CRAMPING?
•.	 WHITE. GRAY OR CLAY COLORED STOOLS?
•.	 SOMETHING ELSE?
If
•.,,aa^i'ex1,..:> 	 +	 ^ ....	 .,..:wy...x: ^-.-.^.^..	 ,.^m.,.......ews;-^.	 - ^ ,t^s„sur'^—
	--
^:,.ss
i
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EMPLOYEE HEALTH TESTING
$ $Soo !lave you had teosret (past year) problems with
klenf ficaWn NumDe ►
1 • C] NEMORRHoms OR PiLEs•
I• C7 RECTAL FISSURES OR FISTULA'
I. CM RECTAL POLYP'
•• CD ANAL ITCHING OR BURNING'
•• C1 RECTAL BLEEDING*
•• Q ONE OF THESE,
,.too po you have any stomach or kTDestinal probiam that you haw nol been aekad sbaut?
..	 o
i s soo Do you haves hernia or rupture? I P.M P
1.600	 IF YES. HAS IT	 ► • [] REQUIRED A TRUSS'
I• C^ BOTHERED YOU IN YOUR WORKI
I C7 BEEN OPERATED ON?
•• C] BEEN OPERATED ON AND CAME BACK'
/•	 BEEN REOPERATED•
••	 INVOLVED MORE THAN ONE SIDE'
I•	 NONE OF THESE'
issoo Have you noticed any repent change in your urine, or have you had any trouble In starting or
passing your urine? 	 17-1
.. No
Is600	 IF YES, IS IT	 ► • M FAIN OR BURNING WITH PASSING URINE'
t• D LOSING CONTROL OF THE URINE (DRIBBLING. ETC-)'
^• [] TROUBLE WITH STARTING THE STREAM'
•• ^] SMALL OR WEAK STREAM?
/• [] SETTING UP OFTEN AT NIGHT TO URINATE?
• C7 BLADDER DOESN'T EMPTY COMPLETELY'
^• ^] URINE LOOKS BLOODY OR LIKE COCA COLA OR COFFEE'
•• [^ MUCH MORE FREQUENT URINATION'
•• [^ NONE OF THESE'
► s, oo HaVe you had a severe kidney problem for which dialysis (artificial kidney) or kidney transplant
has been done or recor WNW endsd? 	 Q O
lot So
,ssoo Have you ewe had veneral disease (syphilis, gonorrhea, atc.)? Q
a s.00 Have you had frequent kidney or bladder Infactione? En M
86000 IF YES. ARE YOU HAVING DIFFICULTY NOWT Q P^-.-^7 . T"
i s ► oo Have you ewe had kidney or bladder stones? CD Q
t.s	 o
lotoaDo you have any disturMng problems in your sexual Interests w perfor.
ma a s? O Ot.. to
7.,
,........s.t.ovtn,.x...:..r	 ...ann:sr,^a.^^xu.,^s^.^ 	 ..w	 ,.,^....•.. ,..... .. .e.....^. ... 	 .
/4
EMPLOTEE HEALTH TESTING 	 klanto cation Nu1rlbBr
Is.00 In the put yur hsvt you had wows joint pWn, Mftms or swMllnp?
	 R E Q
10000 1F M. "AS IT •EEN	 1. Cl SECAUSE OF SOME INJURYT
0. Q CALLED ARTHRITIS BY A OOCTORT
0. C3 4OTN OF ABOVE 1
0. Q TREATED WITHIN THE PAST MONTH?
•. Q NONE OF THESE•
/ssoo Do youhm back or nwk pain thd k ttrbmwith your ustal dolly activltlse?	 P] p
10000 7hls yW hMVe yW had boubls wtth	 1 . Q DEFINITE MUSCULAR WASTING?
f. Q SEVERE MUSCLE WEAKNESS?
I. Q PERSISTENT MUSCLE SWELLING OR SORENESS?
0. C] ANY SPECIFIC MUSCULAR DISEASE III-ACULAR OYSTROPHY.ETC h
G. Q NONE OF THESE?
woo Mnre you ever teen told that you ww9 wwmlc? f ^. ^7
10000 IF	 . "AVE YOU	 1. Q HAD TREATMENT WHICH CORRECTED ITT
0. Q BEEN UNDER TREATMENT IN THE LAST ; MONTHS?
1. Q MAO SOME OTHER ILLNESS WHICH CAUSED ANEMIA?
0. Q A FAMILY OR INHERITED ANEMIA PROBLEM?
0. Q NONE OF THESE?
10000 HWM yoE1 had	 1. Q U-.USUAL BLEEDING OR NASING?
I- C] PERSISTENT SWOLLEN GLANDS IN NECK. ARM PITS OR GROIN?
S. Q A FAMILY OR INHERITED PROBLEM VITN SLO50 DISEASE?
•. Q PROBLEM PITH TOO MUCH BLOOD I ►OLYCYTHEMIAi?
^. Q A MOLE VNICH HAS RECENTLY CHANGED ON SIZE OR COLOR?
s. CD NONE OF THESE?
1 T000 Do you hew any problems with skin trupUans or Irrllations (nuh, stc.)? 4. ' 1""
11, 100 Ii	 DOES THIS SEEM TO BE AGGRAVATED BY YOUR WORK? 	 Q Q
!..	 so
1 1,so o Has there been any change In the way your hair or flnpem ils prow?
f	 1 T soo Do you have uVtrt headaches InOne than once each wwk?j ^] 1.2..
111000 JLM. FOR NOV LONG	 I. C)	 !. CD	 7. CD	 •. CD
Under 8 No..	 -0 No..	 0-I8 Noe.	 Over 1 yr.
moo IS YOUR HEADACHE
1. Q USUALLY AN EARLY MORNING H£ADACHE1,
0. Q LATE AFTERNOON OR EVENING?
S. Q USUALLY LATE AT NIGHT?
0 . ED CONSTANT;
S. C3 NO TIME PATTERN?
0. Q GETTING WORSE?
IJ
For men only
t 9000 t'IWE you Her had
f. C3 A LUMP IN YOUR BREAST?
R. Q BREAST ENLARGEMENT FOR NO APPARENT
REASON?
a. [] DRAINAGE FROM A NIPPLE?
'I.  Q NONE OF THESE?
f 9 ►oo Have you ever had any trouble with your
Prostate gland?	 ^ p
t•too IF Y$, WAS 17
f . C]
1. C]
a.
• . C]
^. 0
19200 IS IT C
INFECTION?
ENLARGEMENT?
TUMOR?
DON'T KNOW.
NONE OF THESEI,
AUSING YOU TROUBLE NOW?
Yee	 No
19600 Nave you
1.p
a. C:3
f . C]
• . C]
^. C7
had
ENLARGEMENT OF ONE TESTICLE?
ABSENCE OF ONE TESTICLE?
STONY HARD LUMP IN THE SCROTUM OR BAG7
DISCHARGE FROM THE PENIS?
PERSISTENT SORE OF THE PENIS?
'JOCK ITCM'?
SERIOUS AND PERSISTENT PROBLEM
GETTING AN ERECTION?
NONE OF THESE?
195oo within the last year have you taken
1. C3 MALE HORMONES?
t. C1 FEMALE HORMONES?
2.C] 'MUSCLE BUILDING' HORMONES?
• . C] NONE or THE SE ?
1i
EMPLOYEE HEALTH TESTING	 1 womaw Nunvier
t ►•oo /ION you In the peat year? had
1. C] OIIEY 609LLS I 0. C3 MufamtsS OR T INGLING.?
S. C] PARALYSIS OF ARMS OR Lt GS? 0. C) TREMORS OR SHAKING?
2 • C) SLURRING OF SPEECH? V. C) UNSTEADY BALK OR CLUMSINESS?
9. C3 PAINTING WELLS; R. C] BOTHtRSONE MEMORY LOSS,
9. C] NONE OF THESE?
1?? 0o Neve you In the pest year? hid
A. C] FITS, CONVULSIONS OR SEIZURES?	 S. C] A STROKE?
1. C3 SERIOUS HEAD INJURY tUNCONCIOUSf ► ♦. Q UNUSUAL DROWSINESS OR CONFUSION?
0. Q NONE OF THESE?
E
For wonhen only
12000 !Bias ywlr n10011w or e sister
had breM canco ? Q i1
1 s t oo 0o you examine your breastS
each nwO ? P p
,*too  Mm you racentty noticed
1. C]	 A LUMP IN YOUR BREAST?
1. C]	 A DISCHARGE FROM YOUR NIPPLE?
a. Cl
	
NEITHER?
f92oo	 1F EITHER. HAVE YOU
CONSULTED A PHYSICIAu C] []
Yoe No
1 s• o o "Imur menstniel periods
nON" IlOnnal? QTie QP.
lesoo Are yw pregnwd rw&?
F^ie )'_.
lssoo withhn the post Lew nhonths
have you taken hormorlea
or birth control  pills? 	 P
f s? oo Are you frequentiy bothered by
1. C VAGINAL ITCHING OR DISCHARGE?
1. 1= SEVERE PELVIC PAIN?
a.	 PAINFUL SEXUAL INTERCOURSE?
s. Q VAGINAL BLEEDING OTHER THAN
MENSTRUATION?
s. C] NONE OF THESE?
Issoo Have you Chad a pap arr0W Wld*
Q Q
1 #too have you ESN had a pap en w
OW was reported abnormal? T
• 4'? oI't
Know
I
	 ::t
Is
s=i Do you consider your overall health to be good? ....................................... q 	 q
Yes No
smse Are you usually satisfied with the important decisions you have made? ................... q q
Yes No
Have you ever received treatment for emotional or mental illness? ........................ q q
Yes No
am Do you have problems now which you feel would benefit from counselling or guidance? ..... q q
Yes No
now Do you think you are depressed more often than most people? .......................... q q
Yes No
x=i In general. do you think most things in your life are getting better? ....................... q q
Yes No
sosoo Do you have problems that concern you that have not been covered? .................... q q
Yes No
sosoc
{You have completed the questions. Thank you for your help. Please sign below.
1 have read carefully the questions about my medical background on the preceding
pages.
1 have answered them as accurately as I can.
Please fill In the Identifying Information below. Only the medical department will
be able to connect you with the information you have provided. Please PRINT.
TODAY'S DATE
	
1b	 Day	 Yr
SOC SEC NO.	 PLANT NO
0016 crud)
NAME
	
AM	 Md" nust	 Last
ADDRESS
	
IWW	 rMMnow	 Crtr
	
iuu	 Lp W"	 Inorr
SIRTHOATE	 AGE__ SEX	 STATE OF BIRTH
•b	 rnr
	
Y#	 III to r, u.S A — Coo" of 601
JOB TITLE.
FAMILY DOCTOR.	 NAME
ADDRESS
THANK YOU!
a
V OC
PATIENT HISTORY 4 HEALTH QLT-.ZTIONNAIRE (REVISIT)
WIL	 socm SIraimy M	 DATE
HOME ADDRESS'TELE' DATE- OF P010US 979TMT-
MILY HISTORY UPDATE: Have any members of your family had the following? if so please circle
Cancer	 Diabetes	 Tuberculosis	 Stroke	 Epilepsy
Arthritis	 Nervous Problems	 Allergies	 Heart Disease
Other Serious Conditions:
CURRENT HEALTH STATUS OF FMIILY WIBERS: Please give approximate age, if deceased give cause:
Mother
	
Father
Sisters
	
Brothers
Spouse	 _ Chilerei
Number of children
PERSONAL HISTORY UPDATL: What has been your general state of health since your last physical?
Excellent	 Good	 Fair	 Poor	 . Have you had any serious illnesses,
injuries or operations since your last examination? Yes 	 No	 . If yes, please explain:
Any recent loss or gain of weight? YES NO	 Number of lbs.
Alcoholic drinks per day: Smoking habits:
Exercise:
Do you have any of the following complaints? Please Circle Yes or No.
Chronic Cough Yes No Frequent indigestion Yes No
Ever cough up blood Yes No Recent change in bowel habits Yes No
Lived with anyone having TB Yes No Swollen or painful joints Yes No
Blood in stool Yes No Mole or sore not healing Yes No
Vomited blood Yes No Swelling, lump or soreness Yes No
Swelling ankles Yes No anywhere on body
Comments
1SC folm 1067 (Nov Jun 75)
	 NASA JSC
CLamet,
x5c	 j44) a" d. DrAc)
r	
F M
GJANI
NARY 03
FPMFl 3.111.41
Aporevoo
Office of management on's ludsot No 29.001*1
0.
REPORT OF MEDICAL HISTORY
(MI IWONUT" 13 FM Wn= AN V0WUV4WNXnAL UK SKY NO WILL W K NUAM TO UNAUTHWUM KWNS)
1, 
LAST 
NAME-11 FIRST NAU9--UIOOL9 NMI I. ONIAL SECURITY Oft IDENTIFICATION NO.
3. "OUR ADDR96S (No. street of ftFO, OF or flown, 10aft, andl RIP CODE) 4^ POSITION ITjII9. #toft comparient)
11
7. EXAMINING FAC LITY ON 9XAMINgN. ANi ADDRESS
(Include sop
 Coal)
S. PURPOSE OF EXAM114ATION 6, DATE OF EXAMINATION
8. STATEMENT OF 9XAMINIES PRESENT HEALTH AND MEDICATIVINS CURRENTLY 
USED 
(Follow by description of post history, It complaint exists)
HAVE YOU EVEN (Please check each Mom) 10. 00 YOU (Please check each item)
YES NO (Check each "*M) YES No (check each Item)
Lived with anyone who had tuberculosis ftor Blesses of contact lonses
Coughed up blood Have vision in both eyes
Bled excessively after Injury or tooth extraction Wear a hearing old
Attempted suicide Stutter of Stammer habitually
of West a brace or back support
11. HAVE YOU EVER HAD 
OR 
HAVE YOU NOW (Places check of left of each Mom)
YES No
DON'T
1KNOW (Check each Mom) YES No
DON.Tj
KNOW
(Check each item)
YES No
DON'T
1KNOW (Check each item)
Scarlet fewer, *rvalpolas Cramps in your logo "Trick" or locked kno*
Foot troubleRheumatic fewer frequent Indigestion
Swollen or painful loints, Stomach, hvsr^ er intestinal troublo
aell Meader truble er $0sts"is
Neuritis
frequent or *ever* headache Paralysis (include infantile)
Dizziness or fainting *polls Jaundice or hepatitis Epilepsy or fift
Eye trouble Adverse reaction to serum, drug,
of modico^,o
Car, train, see or air rickness
get, nose, or threat trouble Frequent trouble sleeping
Hearing lose Broken bones Depression or excessive worry
Chronic or frequent Cold* Tumor, growth. cyst. cancer Lose of memory or amnesia
lia;;r—o io—,^h or gum troublw Rupture/hernia
Pfl@& or rectal disests
Nervous trouble of any sort
Sinusitis Pericift of unconsciousness
May Fewer Frequent or painful urination
Head InJury
Skin diseases
Bad wetting since og* 12
Kidney stone or blood In urine
Thyroid trouble Sugar or albumin In urine
Tuberculosis VD—gyphills, gonorrhea, etc,
Asthma Recent @&In or loss 
at 
weight
Shortness of breath Arthritis. fteumatism. er Bursitis
Pain or pressure In shoot Sons, joint or other deformity
Chronic cough Lameness
palpitation or pounding heart Loss of finger or too 12. FEMALES ONLY: HAVE YOU EVER
Heart trouble Falsfall a 'Vick" alsoulder or down, lialin trultall to a famisle disorder
High or I" NOW Pressure Recurrent back pain Red 8 choolle In menstrual 0aftm
13. WHAT IS YOUR USUAL OCCUPATION? 14. ARE YOU (Check *no)
Right handed
	
1:1 
Leto handed
93-101
km._
REVERSE OF STANDARD FORM S3 GA , 1971 U • 4I9.3
YES NO CHECK EACH ITEM V0 OR NO.. VJ91W ITEM CHECRED YES MAST SE FYLLY 9%PLAINED ►N SWtK SPACE ON RIGHT
ti•
	
^
Nowbsiaauee 	 I" or eellaol	 M
A,	 llm	 a showde s. dust. sun.^nef. eta.
1. MoNiRy r perfe m aarbin motions.
C, blsbllNr 10 assume eeruln positions.
D. Other medical regime of no. five
reaeens.)
1S. Ne	 you eat been treated far a e	 ►tea
/Ntcnele• Neeuy when. where.end  see
17.	 aver Man denied life Insur-
aHave? " fifdNalls.	 yee, otate reaseh and give
it Haw you had, a Mw eeu ben afr(sedIf Mw, any eperalionsl (1l yes.	 er1be
and give ago n whuA aeeaund,)
i9.H w	 byou ever been • patient In any typeVhospltols? (If yes• specify when, where,
wh , and name Of doctor and sempiste
ad	 N M haapitsl.)
20. Newyou ever had any Illness Or Injury
ether Men thOSS already noted? 	 it yes,
n
	 )specify when, where, en d give	 otat(s. 
21. Nawyou oorlsulred or been treated by
ollnlcs,	 physleiens,	 Asebre,	 or other i
otbar t oral m nohi lllnhesies^ttif spars foryes,	 tvs	 1AOSO1tal,film We address Of doctor,
clinic, and details.) 	 i
22. Naw you ever been rejected for military
service because of physical, mental, or
ether reasons? (If	 s, give date and
reason for rgection,r
28, New you ever been discharged h:•.m
mlllta	 service	 because	 of	 physical,
manta? or other reasons? (if yes, ga.date• reason,	 and type of dlachargs
whether honorable, other than honorable,N► unfitness or unsultablbty.)
24. Have you ever received, Is there pending.
or have You	 appl ied for pension	 orcompensation for eatstlng die/bdit y? (Ityes specify what kind granted by whom,ana what amcunt, wi on, why.)
that 1 have reviewed the foregoing Information supplied by me and that R N true and complete to the best of my knowledge.I certify
1 authorise any of the doctors, hospitals• or clinics mentioned above to furnish the Government a complete transcript of my medical record for purposes
of processing my application for this employment or service,
TYPED OR PRINTED NAME OF EXAMINEE SIGNATURE
NOTE: NAND TO THE DOCTOR OR NURSE, OR IF MAILED MARK ENVELO PE 'TO BE OPENED BY MEDICAL OFFICER ONLY"
25. Physician's summary and elaboration of all pertinent date (Physician shall comment on all positive answers In items $ through 24. Physician may
develop by Interview any additional medical history he dooms Important, end record any significant findings here,)
TYPED OR PRINTED NAME OF PHYSICIAN OR DATE SIGNATURE	 NUMBER OF
ATTACHED SHEETSEXAMINER
Medical Examination Input
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b
W.
Sianderd Form ei
Rt%,aJ April WOKbennrl lrrtner AJrnroI/11AU.m
Inirldprll./ L.Imn, on Mrds , al Me.,•IJt	 REPORT OF MEDICAL EXAMINATIONIVMK 101-1 1 at)•f - 1
1.Mai MAW- FIRST YYI -YIOOLI MAY/ WD/ AND CoalIOM/MI
P NOYI •DOR(SS (Nealw. Ural or 11x'!1, err of /ere. A1100 ,844 , sip Cwt) f WNTOB of IRAYIMATI
1. 11K	 1 S. RACI	 f. TOTAL Tam GOYIRNYIMT URYICI 1^, AOCMCr	 11
YILITARV— 	ICIVIUIN
DATE or 1RAMINATION
DATE or lllatn	 I If. PLACE OF RIRTN IA. MINI, NWTWKSMir. AND ADDNta3 or KNI Or KIN
OTINN INFORMATION
YI THIS CAPACIT Y Irdah	 LAST SIR YoMTNS
_	 I	 I
fON tf loeeaolbe eras AAnorinohy m detest 5nar partenanr seem number Pretote eacheommellr ^nt/nue In lfam 7J and was addsesenal shMle of no eeeeery )
/RAMIMNIG FACILIi r on 1RAYNIIN, AND ADORW'
17, NATNIG OR SPCCIA ►TV
If AIAD FALL NICK AND SCALP
H 'MOs[
io alNUal a ^_ _	 _
21 YOUTH AMD THkOAT
^ IANa-61 NI RAl 11.1 • r.l .r•M.' rAr/ri+.
as DRUMS Ip l frefloe)	 1
__	 21 Iris—TIMIRA► 11uw r•ut.d •ofwr."
2S OFMTNA► MOSCO/IC
H Pi PIES (!'reelsfF end rnrllnAl
27 OtuunMOr lur vl^..«•.ui ^.•^L1....	 —
IS LUNGS AND CH(0 (/e(lKie Mawr)
2a HIART (71rrr, else, r0/AM, foetid
10 MASCU►AN wil ts (1'er Nelll"o. IIf 1
it ANDOMIN AND YISCIRA (lerlede At, Ron)
ANL S AND RIC I UY I N 	 An4 4hb•Ir`r«stet ^t!SI:tAlt13 	 —i
as /NOIICRINI SvSTIU
s/ 6 U STST(M
as UPP(R IKT aIM1T115 1XI— 0 'rte• of
rlw
x Fill
a7 LOWtAINTA/MITIISIl.w►I (W.
__	 IA4 r • h• t/tttl,•.1
.—	 N SPIN/. OTN IN MUSCULOSKIWAL
.„ IDINTIFYING MIDDY MARKS SCARS TATTLx
---
140 SKIN LYMPHATICS
AI NIUROLOGIC i6pd •6-•. IrN. t•tn .h. 'I,
47 PSYCHIATRIC I.\pr.ft r•t w"stenb H..•1.t•,
` 43 PtLAC IFrISWa eefF) (CAee1 AeM per)	 -
OWAGINAL q RECTAL
	
(Conrsnue in tram 73)
M. DIMTAL /i4ra appropnilr Iowbrll. oboes  to rrane0/r1. otbrtI O F fl►lr., eN•rber of a0,rr dad loos to teeth
U	 h,•a	 •	 t I I Ropi rd	 1 2^ ]1 IIIrd
vwohjl1	 4 Nr.Irr.rAl.	 1^44
	
1 z ] Mrllrn^	 77 71 ]l1
0 
	 #—tf,	 1	 urrA	 1	 t	 t Hnlwrr,	 1	 1 dr•1•q.
1	 2	 a	 A	 f	 f	 7	 f	 f	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 IS	 It [
reU 2	 fl ! fD	 a i n a a	 24	 sl	 12 21	 !D	 If	 If	 17 F
?	 T
LMMAVONT /1MMMf>s
Ea. UAINALTa1S A St"IFIC RRAYITT 	 M. Cwp R RAr (~. date, On evetaw ► sad refth)
R. "SUMIN	 D ariwoDoHt
C SUGAR
11. 111E01016067 (SfaaUl tat Mai eei reallt)	 a ERG	 r. FN ^TrF[ AMD RH	 1L oTMIR TIPS
RIMARKS AND ADDITIONAL DENTAL
OEFECTS AND DISIASIS
i'
1E-110
.. u,_..
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EtAlult11EN?t AND DtMH tIMDIMdt
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olloclt El milmum 0 ova- D out, N tartleAlUal
Q.
SYS[IRYt;	 OW
BLOW MUM (Ar• BE An" IMA
IR^CMM • 	
a01nAS	
afAMgNO	 tt5
g oal I	 Glut
Nl, PULES (Ata M AtRrt kwll----^--
A {IRIMG ^Arnm [Rt6CIS[ c t rMI A/Tte	 D RICYr^Nt 1 HnR STANDINGI rlN
r. wTM" rltlDr N)	 Iff"ACTON 11, WAR VISION
wNT W come TO W MV	 M. Cm CDON To MV
L[ry W comet TOW eV	 S. CR come TO BY
4 NtT911010910111A Ib/MYS dwasts)
no
	
[6•	 6 N	 L N.	 PRO" Div	 MI[M ODNv.	 PC	 PO
CT
ACCOMMODATION 	 M. COLOR VISION ( rem NMI Ad rwNEl)	 N. DtPTN Pamp loo1I	 UKON4ICTED
_ (two wed and not)
wilt LM	 CO1111aCUD
M. rRLD OF VISi"
	
o. 410"T VISION (FW NMI Ad 1rArt )	 M a[D Lan V/St	 •. INTA400 0LAN VINSION
t♦. 	 PRARING	 II,	 AUDIOMETER	 IL MYCHOLOGICAL AND PSVCNONOTOR(910r w/RR/ MrI)
40"1 Brit	 n1 SV	 h1	 ai	 inn	 la 	 IF11Meeo two EEeo am wLode OWN	 Ylw 	 loft
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 Laborotory 'Test Findings	
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NAME 007Z34S Aqe • 44 $exam
3/09 4:00nm
Blood CNC	 CnuLTER
%KC 7,3 thou ccm (v.s•11.n)
R14C 4.70 Tit /ccm (4150- 6100)
Nnh 1 3. 4 L	 qm 1r11 ( 1400-18.0)
Nct 3P.11 1.	 2 (40.0.54.0)
NCV (47 cu micrnn (R?-9?)
" C ►► ?Q.0 uuo (27.0.31.0)
•4 C ► 1[ 3v.o x ( ; ? . 0.36.0)
3/09 4:00nm
Serum S"1AC	 PRorILE
Glucose 260 W	 mn/fil (65-115)
Hu n 12 Ma/ell (7- ? h )
Creatinine 1.1 mo/al
So -I i ter'
	 - 13q men/L (13')-147)
Potassi um 4.H -ea/L (3.5-f+.5)
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CO2 2^, men/L 02-33)
i iric
	
A cici 5.2 TQ / ri l (4.0-815)
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Lvte	 balance 12 Ten/L (0-I(I)
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r -tnitracStill Measurements/Physician Examinatior
t
Height	 _.— In	 PFR	 L/Mm
Weight	 — Lbs F VC	 L
O P. Sys — — _ MM FEV•1	 _ L
Dias. — — _ MM F E V 31F VC ,_,. _, %
4;---
ONO Glasses 20GlsswillConucts 3031Nses• Nest Only 4 0 Glasses- Fs, Only
Lott	 Both	 Right
t'1
	P ores-V _
	
Lat
	
Color _	 Depth P.
Comments
f.
F ar ..___ _ — --_
Near
TONOMETR Y
Pulse _ — — /Min
A MUSCULOSKELETAL
2	 Erect posture abnormal
3	 Gait abnormal
4	 Other abnormality'
EYES
5	 Pupils unequal
6	 Pupils abn, react to light
7	 Pupils abn, accomodation
	
0•9	 Sclera/conjunct. jaundice
	
1011	 Sclera conjunct. hemorrhage
	
12.13	 Sclera/conjunct. injected
	
14 . 15	 Eyelid irritated
	
16 . 17	 Ocular muscle abnormal
	
18 . 19	 Fundi•papilledema
	
20 . 21	 Fundi•A/V nicking
	
. ^'•23	 Fundi hemorrhage
25Fundi exudate
26	 Other abnormality
EARS
27 .28 Excess wax
29 .30 External otitis
31 . 32 Drum perforation
33 .34 Drum Scar
38 . 36 Drum Inflammation
37 LJOther abnormality'
NOSE /SINUS
38	 Septum deviation
39
	
Mucosa injected
40Nasal polyps
41	 Other abnormality*
MOUTH/THROAT
42 Dental caries
43 Tongue abnormal
44 Gingiva abnormal
45 Pharynx abnormal
46 Hoarseness
47 LJOther abnormality'
I	 ' Other abnormalities:
Right _	 Left a _.
THYROID/NECK	 c RECTAL
	
1 .2	 Enlarged lymph glands 	 1	 Fissure present
	
3.4	 Thyroid nodules	 2	 Hemorrhoids
6 LJThyroid enlarged	 3	 Rectal mass
6 UOther abnormality'
	 4	 Prostate abnormal
	
e	 Other abnormlity'
BREASTS	 a	 Refused exam
78	 Nipple abnormal
	
9 . 10	 Lysts palpable	 PELVIC
	1 .12	 Nodules palpable 	 7	 Cervix erosion
	
13. 14	 Axillary gland enlarged	 9	 Uterus enlarged
10	 Other abnormality' 	 9	 Adnexa abnormal
16	 Refused exam	 10	 Other abnormality'
LUNGSITHORAX	
11	 Refused exam
	
17.18	 Rales
	 SPINE/BACK
	
19 .20	 Rhonchi
21
	
Wheezing12	 Motion limited
22	 Other abnormality' 	 13	 Tenderness
	
14	 Lordosis
HEART	 15	 Scoliosis
	
16	 Other abnormality'
23	 Apical shift
24 Ed Murmur	 EXTREMITIES25	 Other abnormality'
17.18	 Limited motion
ABDOMEN	 19.20	 Joint tenderness
26	 Liver enlarged	 21.22	 Joint swelling
27	 Spleen enlarged	 23.24	 Feet pes planus25-26	 Edema28	 Significantly tender
ese	
27.28
29
	Significant varicosities
30	 Other abnormality'	 Other abnormlity'
HERNIA	 SKIN
	
31 .32
_
	Inguinal hernia
	
30 HAbn. pigmented skin lesion
	33 -34	 Femoral hernia
	
31Spider nevi
35	 Other abnormality32Dermatitis33Other abnormality'
EXTERNAL GENITALIA
36-37 _Testicular mass	 NEUROLOGICAL
	
38.39	 Varicocele	 34 MAbn. alternating hand motion
	
40-41	 Hydroeele	 35Abn. standing leyes closed
42	 Other abnormality'	 36	 Reflex abnormal
43	 Refused exam	 37	 Other abnormality'
O 3443.28
All of the above systems were examined and found to be within
normal limas except for the findings noted
, M.Q.;
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Chest X•Ray Findings
	
PA VIEW	 A
	LATERAL VIEW D	 D
	
L	 R	 D 2457•
1	 WITHIN NORMAL LIMITS
2 M EMPHYSEMA
3 p ABNORMALITY OF SOFT TISSUES
4	 ABNORMALITY OF BONY STRUCTURES
5	 ELEVATED DIAPHRAGM (R)
6	 ELEVATED DIAPHRAGM (L)
7 11 	 COSTO•PHRENIC ANGLE (R)
8 D BLUNTED COSTO•PHRENIC ANGLE (L)
9 D PLEURAL THICKENING AND/OR FLUID (R)
10 D PLEURAL THICKENING AND/OR FLUID (L)
11 • D PULMONARY ARTERIES ENLARGEMENT (R)
12 D PULMONARY ARTERIES ENLARGEMENT (L)
13. PULMONARY FIBROSIS
14. D DIFFUSE PULMONARY CALCIFICATIONS
15	 HILAR CALCIFIED PROS BENIGN LESIONS , (R )
16	 HILAR CALCIFIED PROS BENIGN LESION $)(U
17 DSUSPICIOUS DFNSITYORLESION(S)(R)
18	 SUSPICIOUS DENSITY OR LESION(S) (L)
19 D PULMONARY INFILTRATE (R)
20	 PULMONARY INFILTRATE (L)
21 DCALCIFICATIONS OF THE AORTA
22	 TORTUOUS AORTA
23 DCARUTACENLARGEMENT
24 D RECOMMEND REPEAT LATERAL IR)
25 I I RECOMMEND REPEAT LATERAL IL)
26 D RECOMAI!'ND REPEAT PA
27, D COMPARE WITH PREVIOUS FILMS
26 1:1 PROCESSING ARTIFACTS
29 D FILM QUALITY UNACCEPTABLE
Film Interpreted By	 _M D
Fc< - D3amond ShInmrock
Oumond Shamrock Health `puns, Ine.
1100 $uper lor Avenuek	 Cleveland. Ohio 44114
k	 Phone. 21. 6944242
+	 nitrac $%I Electrocardiogram Findings
723 3
	
O 34474
1 Q UNSAT ISF ACTOR Y TEST
2 \'."THIN NOh '.I AL LIM`S
3 BORDERLINE
4 NON-SPECIFIC ABNORMALITY
5 ABNORMAL ECG
6 LEFT AXIS OFVIAT ION
7 MRIGHT AXIS DEVIATION
B F^ SINUS BRADYCARDIA
9 SINUS TACHYCARDIA
10 D ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
t	 ,1 ATRIAL FLUTTER
12 Q PREMATURE BEATS (SUPRAVENTRICULAF,)
13 a PREMATURE BEATS (VENTRICULAR)
14. D A—V BLOCK 0 S DEGREE)
15	 A—V BLOCK (2nd DEGREE)
16 Q A—V BLOCK (3rd DEGREE)
22 11 	 VENTRICULAR HYPERTROPHY
23 M LEFT VENTRICULAR HYPERTROPHY
2= F1 LEF
T
 VENTA CULAR HYPERTROPHY AND STRA,'.
25 17 RIGHT ATRIAL ABNORMAL, 11IES
26 1:1 LEFT ATRIAL ASNORMALIT IES
27 Q SHORT P R INTERVAL
28 D WOLF—PARK—WHILE
29	 MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION (ANT.WALI_)
30 0 MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION (INF WA:L)
31 1:1 ST-T VARIATION
32 ® T—WAVE INVERSION
33	 1—WAVE INVERSION (DIFFUSED)
34	 EARLY REPOLARIZATION
35 D POOR R WAVE PROGRESSION (V LEADS)
36	 CLOCKWISE ROTATION
37, 1:1 COUNTERCLOCKWISE ROTATION
17.	 1•V CONDUCTION DELAY (LEFT MILD)
1B	 1•VCONDUCTION DELAY (RIGHT MILD)
19, QCOMPLETE LEFT BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK
20	 COMPLETE RIGHT BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK
^1 D LEFT ANTERIOR HEMISLOCK
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LASL PERIODIC EXAMINATION
January 22, 1980
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SUMMARY
40 year old Electroni-	 . echnician, X-7, last examined hei a little over
three years ago. The ot,ly health development of significance was a bad
sprain of his rig h t ankle in October, 1976 which required about six months
for co,nplete healing. Note that this employee carries a past history of
1) Asymptomatic IV septal defect. 2) Rather marked red-green color
vision defect and 3) :Moderate impairment of hearing in his right ear.
The employee jogs four miles a day five days a week. Feels splendid in all
respects. However, he has been a victim of periodic long standing low gradc
insomnia for which he has resorted to 60 mgm. DALMANE one or two nights per
month for years. Apparently, Dr. Hertzman has prescribed these for him in
the past.	 Whereas, he formerly drank large quantities of beer, he says he
now has reduced that intake to two to three beers per night. "Since leokinE
at my father ' s situation so recently and finding it so depressing".
That father apparently was a very highly productive aggressive mechanical
engineer over the years in the East and always felt great pressures at work.
He has been a long standing alcuholic and heavy smoker along with peptic
ulcers and long standing hypertensicn. Now he has advanced cirrhosis of the
liver, kidney failure, and is on dialysis of some type. He is not expected
to live throughout the balance of this year.	 The 60 year old ►-other also
has hypertension but under good control and is otherwise well. The paternal
grandfather was an alcoholic.
	
The paternal grandmother died in her 60's of
a heart attack. The maternal grandfather died in her 70's five years ago
of a heart attack.
	 The maternal grandmother remains living and well at 80.
One sibling is well.
January 22, 1980
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LASL PERIODIC EXAMINATION
40 year old Electroni c . '.ec:hnician, X-7, last examined he y
 a little over
three years ago. The only health development of significance was a bad
sprain of his right ankle in October, 1976 which required about six months
for co^nplete healing. Note that this employee carries a past history of
1) Asymptomatic IV septal defect. 2) Rather marked red-green color
vision defect and 3) Moderate impairment of hearing in his right ear.
The employee jogs four miles a day five days a week. feels splendid in all
respects. However, he has been a victim of periodic long standing low grade
insomnia for which he has resorted to 60 mgm. DALMANE one or two nights per
month for years. Apparently, Dr. Hertiman has prescribed these for him in
the past.	 Whereas, he formerly drank large quantities of beer, he says he
now has reduced that intake to two to three beers per night. "Since looking
at my father's situation so recently and finding it so depressing".
That father apparently was a very highly productive aggressive mechanical
engineer over the years in the East and always felt great pressures at work.
He has been a long standing alcoholic and heavy smoker along with peptic
ulcers and long standing hypertension. Now he has advanced cirrhosis of the
liver, kidney failure, and is on dialysis of some type. He is not expected
to live throu*hoot the balance of this year.	 The 60 year old mother also
has hypertension but under good contrvl and is otherwise well. The paternal,
grandfather was an alcoholic. 	 The paternal grandmother died in her 60's of
a heart attack. The maternal grandfather died in her 70's five years ago
of a heart attack.
	 The maternal grandmother remains living and well at 80.D
One sibling is well.
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RECE NT-TNCREA3EUNei -T N
y
•w
EXAM 03107178
INDUSTRIAL CMEMCO/ONTO
321 MAIN STREET
CLEVELAND	 OH 44100
MALE	 AGE 44 WHITE
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2/1074 
1 
lo3/151,7S, 02/26/76 101/12/77
	
o3/12/78
^g
NEUROLOGICAL
NEARS GLASSES
MEADACMES•SACK OF NECK
Wo SACKACHE/PAIN
NO SPECIAL EXERCISE
PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS
Ally rvu%
i	 *	 w	 I	 A	 j
!	 1	 ^	 i	 r
I
t
^-	 s	 ^b6-3-^`bD	 3M^
WEIGHT (LS)	 X 183	 i	 187	 179	 180	 162
(0.25 06)	 500 MZ
	
LEFT	 10	 OS	 10	 10	 10
1000 MZ
	
LEFT;	 10	 OS	 10	 15	 15
QD3--7 i'1	 LEFT
3000 MZ
	
LEFT	 10	 !0	 iS	 20	 20
4000 MZ	 LEFT	 10	 10	 10	 iS	 20
00	 Z___UFT	 15
	 i	 1	 --i3	 ---30
	
_ __2S ^_
8000 HZ	 LEFT	 15	 20	 15	 13	 20
Soo HZ RIGHT	 05	 00	 OS	 05OS
O0-RZ -R26 N T	 I0 —t-- --T
	
19	 —70-- _ --- -- - 10 ----
2000 HZ RIGHT	 10	 OS	 10 10	 os
3000 MZ RIGHT ;	 10	 15	 10	 1515	
E`71D QD n	 — -- —15 -- -- - —35
6000 HZ RIGHT	 05	 to
	 15	 1S	 1S
6000 MZ RIGHT	 05	 05	 10	 10	 10	 _ y
4	 - _
! 8PIROWETRY	 i 11
(S70 L)
	
PFR	 $40
	 $20	 j	 405	 I	 540	 54S
.	 :so 
(3.34 L)
	 FEV•1-SEC	 3.24	 3.oe	 2.9i
	
L	 3.02
	
3.00	 f
(80x)
	 FEV•1/FVC	 ,90	 I	 ,88	 82	 84	 86
'—C4:	 EV=3 . SEC7 _" rt	 e._2q^-3:30-	 '-3.3a	 - -- 5830
(97x)	 FEV•3/FVC	 95	 94	 i	 93	 94	 94
'BL^IID ^RE930	 -; ,
(90 . 140 MM)	 SYSTOLIC	 138	 162
(40. 90 MM)	 DIASTOLIC _ 86
	
98
;PULSE RATE
(50099/MIN)	 72	 66
I,VISION	
3GLASSES-NEAR
   
ON LY
FAR- BUT
FARwRIGHT20/ 25 1 1 20/ 30
	
FAR- LEFT 20/ 20	 20/ 25
NEAR-
	 D/-2S
	
NEAR -RIGHT 20/ 25	 jF0/ as
e	 NEAR LEFT 201 20	 120/ 25
M !	 iSe	 M	 155	 M	 160	 M
M	 96	 M	 98	 M _	 100	 M
i
68	 70	 72
i
ZV"
	
;	 72-07-3-0	 —2a7__30
20/ 35	 20/ 35
	
20/ 40
20/ 20	 20/ 20	 20/ 20'
2^f7-Z3-`. ^'! O T^5 --- ^ O TZ5 ---
20/ 25
	
20/ 25	 20/ 25	 a
20/ 25 	 20/ 25	 20/ 25
l^^CO 19v1
	
Rjbni jo I	 &a	 i so cuI
LEFT 14
1	
16	 i I	 i8
i
20
OCULAR TENOIUN
_"22
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EXAM 03/07/78 ,	 7234S
INDUSTRIAL CMEMCO/OHIO
321 MAIN . STREET
CLEVELAND	 OM 44100
MALE
	
AGE 44 WHITE_
0211017 103/ 5
COLOR NORMAL
	
NORMAL
DEPTH NORMAL	 NORMAL
ORTa-__N0RVi	 ORMAL (
_& Diamond Shamrocl.UdmOntl yli d •m ) . H... 1 I. 
PAGE 4
Ot/26/7 0-1-/l i%i7 03/12%74
NORMAL N01	 RMAL I NORMAL
NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL
IIRMIi -NBRMAL `^`- . -NORMAL-_
C 4.8. 10 9 8 Z	 NBC 7.3	 ; 792 7.9 7.6 7.S
t 4.70601 )	 RBC? 4.95	 i 4080 4005i 4.75 4970
"-TAD. 9 4 ^ ^ I-S:3	 ._ 14 ,2 1_11_1..__ --- 13o 4 	L
C 42.0.52.0 )	 MCT 44,5 44.0 42.6 42,2 38.0	 L`
80.94 )	 MCV 69,9 91.7 87,08	 ; 8808 10009
27 9
	4 N.-	 _31+:-2 ;3`3 ^ 11-03 ^ N___ _..2 g4^ _,- _ 28,-5
t 32.0.36.0 )	 MCMC 32 1 6 3306 35.7 3396 35.3
'7SERUM --CHEM23
FASTING STATE I FASTING FASTING FASTING FASTING FASTING
t 10.2. 10.5 MG) CALL; 10,4	 1 998 906 10,1 1042
t	 6S• 115	 MG) CLUC 92 98 105 110 260	 H
C	 7.26	 MG) eu v
 i 14 so 15 11 12
3 ;Z __.__-_-3:s --T q -- __ _^ 0 4 _ 700
( 130.300	 MG) CMOL; 200 240 285 29S 365	 M
( 6.0.610	 GM) T.P.' 7 0 6	 j 703 707 7 5 748
_`T-3.^s•-5:^^1`r1^ ALE ____4._5 . I .^	 _ __3 . 5 0 404
C 0.2. 102	 MC) BIL I 0 1 7 098 006 008 009
t	 30 . 115	 IU) ALC•P '	 82 
-'^^TO
87 
_.- -- 91 ---__ _ 94 106 ----!`T-7a0= 25^Zo^ Lb 45 ^5 ---loo 160
t	 7.40	 IU) SCOT 24 28 '	 32	 ! 36 38
C
	 8.37	 IU) 6GTP 25 19 22 27 31
:4 of ^_i2 -^0 21_ 
­_
_ .-25
t	 .30:200
	
MG) T^IGL too 125 135 120 110
L 2.0 .3.6	 CM) GLOB 2,4 206 24s 218 242
^T_1 4o2o -S_^- 'A /C 	 2.0._^ _ -1.b _- ------^.b	 - 115	 _ 200
C 0:4.1.5	 PC) GREAT 0.8 009 142 100 1.1
C_ 7.28	 ) BUN/CREAT _17 19
  24 110 11
i3S^f ^►^' ME511 __ NA
rt_
q2 140 139
t 3.S f!S.S MEG) K 414 3.9 490 4.6 498
C
	 98• lOO MEG) CMLOR 104 100I 1.02 106 102
--^	 ^3	 M+ o) CO2 25 24 ^27 26 28
C	 0.1S	 MEG) EL BAL 14 4 13 it j 12 12
-COLOR STRAW	 !STRAW I STRAW STRAW
-
CLARITY CLEAR	 I CLl^AREA CLEAR CLEARTAT=T6`^-Sp-0-44 ► V 1 -T y-A
- 9-00 TT.010 -^1.02s -^-^ 1.010
t	 t 5.0.10.0	 )	 PH 6.5 605	 I 660 6.5t
,.^ NEO ^^`__NIEGNEG
NEG
__-.
'^ NEa
_.._-^- NECNEGGLUCOSE
KETONE NEC NEG NEG NEC_
STRAW
CLEAR
1.020	 a
NEC
1♦ 	 MIZ
_1111 R_.
	 ..:_	 r	 .
rI
EX W /78	 12345
INDOSTRIAL CHEMCO/OHIO
;321 MAIN STREET
CLEVELAND	 ON 44100
Diamond Shamroci.
DiATUnA Snsmtp^♦ N* ,rt' SY:.tt
MALE AGE 44 WHITE
	 PAGE 5
2/!•/74	 3/15/7S 02/26/7d	 01/!2%77 X03/4j"78
OCC. BL000 NEC i	 NEC NEC NEG NEC	 i
BILE NEC NEG NEC NEC L NEG
w	 CRD3LDP 1YEG
ECG I I
K•RAY ;^`
--WD 319NIFe ABNORR ALITY
PHYSICIAN I S EXAMINATION
EXTERNAL OTITIS •L i	 we
DENTAL CARIES I	 •^ .:
H AR3ENE35 .• .:
ONEEZ:NG .• ..
Y
ID
i
Unscheduled Health Events Input
i
Personal Injury Report
Data Element
Installation
Injured employee ID number
Date of injury
Time of injury
Accident investigation report filed?
Location of accident
Duty status at time of accident
Accident witnessed?
Nature of injury (1)
(2)
(3)
Cause of injury
NASA health unit treatment (day
of injury)
NASA health unit estimate of dis-
ability (day of injury)
NASA health unit disposition (day
of injury)
Non-NASA physician estimate of
disability (upon first visit)
Outside medical expense?
Lost time or restricted work
activity?
Responses
numeric
numeric
numeric
numeric or code for AM/PM
yes
no
numeric (grid code) or code for off-premise
on duty, on premises
on duty, local travel
on duty, out-of-town travel
duty status questionable
not on duty
yes
no
numeric (HICDA code)
numeric (HICDA code)
numeric (HICDA code)
numeric (HICDA code)
first aid only
first aid plus PHS referral
first aid plus PMD or clinic referral	
3
first aid plus hospital ER referral
first aid plus hospital inpatient referral
not seen
none
partial temporary
total temporary
partial permanent
total permanent
fatality
not seen
return to regulzir work, full time
return to regular work, part time
return to limited duty, full time
return to limited duty, part time
to non-duty status
not seen
none
partial temporary
total temporary
partial permanent
total permanent
fatality
not seen
yes
no
yes
no
Data Element
Compensation claim
Number of total work days lost
Number of partial work days lost
Number of calendar days lost
Type of leave charge
Date of first work absence
Date of final return to work
Total cost of COP
Number work days of restricted duty
Nature of physical limitations
Claim controverted?
Basis of controversion
Controversion sustained?
Third party liability?
OWCP file number
Total medical costs
Total disability costs
Total fatality costs
Responses
not f iled
claim withdrawn
to Personnel file
to OWCP
numeric
numeric
numeric
COP
sick leave
annual leave
other
numeric
numeric
numeric (cents?)
numeric
?coding system - likely to be multiple
yes
no
not "traumatic" injury
not job-related
not disabling
misconduct, intoxication or intent
late filing
delayed disability
not controverted
yes
no
not controverted
yes
no
numeric
numeric )
numeric )	 to be input from
numeric	 )	 chargeback bill
ert
RECORD OF INJURY
Form will be originated in triplicate at	 the Dispensary and given to patient.	 Patient will deliver	 to supervisor
who will complete all blocks in Section I and forward to Industrial Safety office located in Building 100.
SECTION	 I
L A ST	 NAME.	 FIRST	 NAME,	 MIDDLE	 INITI A L 5F* AG GRADE	 AN 3 JOB	 TITLE
CODE	 AND NAME	 01	 vRGANI•
JATION
PHONI
No.
INJURY RETURN TQ •ORA EAAC7	 L 0 C A71 ^'.	 OF	 Ar ; I: F'•T
H r)11W UATI HO, N
OCCUPATION	 OR	 DUTY	 WHEN	 INJUR ED NORMAL	 OCLUPATI(!N	 I f	DIFFERENT •ITnt`'
NO*
	
INJU R Y	 OCCURREDi	 ( Explain	 exact	 , -hat	 injured was	 doing	 and what	 uns a te	 act	 or	 condition	 caused the	 accident.)
ACTION	 TAKEN	 TO	 PREVENT	 REU.iRRENCE SIG%A% RE O F	SUPFP%ISnfi t•TE
SECTION	 11	 -	 To	 be	 completed by tl y dFcal	 Officer	 or Attendant.
NATURE
	 AND	 WENT	 OF	 INJU R Y	 OR	 OCLUPAT ION A L	 ILLNESS
D ISPOSITION  (Check one)	 na TURN TO neouLAn ASSIONMICNT 	 Q RETURN TO
() RErtnnao TO UGPNS	 Q eEM T NOMa TO RETURN FOR FURTHER TREATMENT
WORK Or LIGHT NATURE
Q OTHER	 ( SPECI FYI
[] HOSPITAL
"--'
ESTIMATED
	
ABSENCE
	
IN	 DAYS	 BEYONE	 CAY	 0'.	 AHICH
INJURY	 OCCURRED
I .IGNA%A E	 OF	 MEDICAL	 OFFICFR	 OR ATTLNE A •.T DATE
1SC Form 340 ((Rev Oct 69)	 NASA-JSC
Mail Address /No. a Sawd OW/row")
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 	 U.S. Deparbltallt of Labs
Supplementary Record of Federal Occupational
Injuries and Illnesses
May1. Nerve
00
40,
of File Number
3. Location, if different from (nail address
lr*W d W IN EtaMolna
4. New (find	 (Middle)	 (Laid	 Soclet Security Number
5. Nome Address (No, a Street/	 (C/W/rown)	 (Sang/
e. Ape
	
7. Sex	 18. Job Title
Melt q Female q
9. Deponment (Enter name of de partment or division In which the Injured person It regularly employed, even though no may have been temporarily Work-Ina In another department at the time of Injury.)
The Accident or Estpceure to occupational Ilnness
10, Location of Accident or Exposure (If accident or Ixposure occurred on Agency's promises. live address of plant or establishment In which It occurred. Do
not Indicate department or division within the plant of establishment. If accident occurred outside Agency's promises
at an Identlfiablu address, give that address. If It occurred on a public highway or at any other place which cannot be
Identified by number and street, please provide place references locating the place of Injury as accurately as possible.)(No. Al steed
	
Wity/rown)	 (state)
11. Was location of accident or exposure on Agency's prsmirss?
Vas 
El
q No[:]
1T. What was the employee doing when injured? (Be specific. If hi was using tools or equipment or handling material, name them and tell whit he wasdoing with them. Use separate sheet for additional space.)
13.How did the accident occur? (Describe fully the events which resulted In the Injury or occupational Illness. Tell what hap pened Ind how It happened.
Name any oblects or substance Involved and tell how they were Involved. Give full details on all factors which led or con-
tributed to the accident. Use Separate sheet for additional space.)
Occupational Injury or Occupational Illness
14.Describe the injury or illness in detail and indicate the part of body affected. (e.g., amputation of right Index finger at second joint; fracture of ribs; leadpolsoningi dermatitis of left hand, etc.)
15.Name the objector substance which directly injured the employee. (For exempts, the machine or thing he struck against or which struck him; the vapor
or poison he Inhaled of swallowed; the chemical or radiation which Irritated his skin;
or In cases of strains, hernias, etc, the thing he was lifting, pulling, etc.)
16 Dateof injury or initial diagnosis of occupational illness and did employee die?
Vas q No q
17. Did the injury or illness result in days away from work or days of restricted work activity? If yes, how many?
odw
1a. Name and Address of Physician
e. If hospitalized, name and address of hospital
Date of Report	 Prepared By	 Official Position
OSHA No, 101 F (Rev. January 1979)
M C.
RuuJ.rJ Iurm hul
HEALTH RECORD I	 A"_ a i^ A #*IMMl^NIZATION R^CORO
	 anode on siocA all.,.
VACCINATION AGAINST SMALLPDX (Number dpr•viou•.occin.t.on scars)
RESULT*
a
DATE	 ORIGIN	 BATCH NUMBER
	 STATION
	 PHYSICIAN S NAMEM DAYS	 }Il DA-S
E	 —^	 I
*ENTER RESULTS AS: IMMEDIATE REACTION (of immuniry); ACCELERATED REACTION (Vocuno#&j TYPICAL PRIMARY VACCINA
TRIPLE TYPHOID VACCINE
DATE DOSE	 UNTOWARD REACTION	 PHYSICIAN ' S NAME DATE DOSE UNTO*1RDREACTION
	 PHYSICIAN'S NAME
•	 }
to
^•	 I ^	 X12
	
^ I
TETANUS TVAVIO
DATE	 DOSE	 UNTOWARD REACTION 	 PHYSICIAN'S NAME
2	 I
DATE	 DOSE	 UNTOWARD REACTION j PHYSICIAN'S NAME —
'	 SCH ICK TESTING; AND DIPHTHERIA IMMUNIZATION
GATE	 DOSF.	 REACTION
—_a
PHYSICIAN'S NAME
	 DATE DOSE REACTION	 PHYSICIAN'S NAME
TC6T	 r f	 TEST T ^—
1 I	 e
TTPMUS VACCINE
DATE DOSE REACTION PHYSICIAN'S NAME DATE DOSE REACTION PHYSICIAN'S NAME
t	 ~.' ^
A
S
4MVLCNA YAGGIPIC
DATE— ORIGIN	 BATCH NO. PHYSICIAN'S NAME
	 DATE—
—r'
•
10'
-- 112
YELLOW FEVER VACCINE
ORIGIN	 I BATCH NO, I PHYSICIAN'S NAME
t
I
DATE ORIGIN BATCH NO. STATION PHYSICIAN'S NAME
—t - —
•EX i RACE ORAOE. RATINOOR POSITION
	 ORGANIZATION UNIT^COMPONENT OR MRANCH
I
I SERVICE. DEPT. OR AGENCY
rATI6PIT's wT NAMR.—FIRST NAME—MIDDLE NAME	 I DATE OF MIRTH (DAY-MONTH-YEAR) 
i 
IDENTIFICATION NO.
hell-rQ
	 IMMUNIZATION RECORD
bl ndotd Form 601
rAl
OTHER IMMUNIZATIONS
DATE TrPE DOSE REACTION REMARKS PMYilC1AN`i NAME
1
a
I	 —•
• I
•
1•
It
u
It
•
It
>kmsn 1v1 l v rltsfs►
 Iruaerou/fn. ore)
DATE	 TYPE DOSE ROUTE RESULTS PHYSICIAN'S NAME
1
s
s
•	 ' I
to	 j
r'fCA1- 1 1VIr0 (.t o frPnerumrons. Oruar. Mrs. 10000. •thrum, ore,)
DATE AGENT TYPE OF REACTION SEVERITY	 I	 PHYSICIAN'S NAME
I ^
•
e
^
BLOOD TYPINQ
DATE TYPE (International) RP, FACTOR PHYSICIAN'S NAME
t
REMARKS AND REG0MMEI 16OATI0r45 (including history of diseases for which any of the above immunidn/ agents were /iron with year
and place of attack)
THIS RECORD IS ISSUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ARTICLE ••. WHO SANITARY REGULATION NO, 2.
-.'_' ^ rw^mn+co..^liwYlWlfrYili
U s oorffrNINT IrIMTIMG coo uu 0-11080
3
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MEDICAL RECORD OF INJURY	 rIAL aECURITY
aVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEE
MANS (LABT)
	
(FIRBT)	 (MIDDLE)
DSM e! BMt	 OCCURRED
INJURED (Datr A Tim)
	
(APPLIED FOR TREATMENT	 ^EBACT NATURE OF INJURYIDN* • Time)
FACTUAL STATEMENT OF OCCURRENCE OF INJURY: (Detail)
INJURY CLASSIFICATION (Cbeek One)
O Occupational	 O Non-Occupational 	 O Questionable
18 INJURY DISABLING? (Cbeet One)	 IF YES APPROYJMATE NUMBER OF DAYS DISABILITY
O Yes O No O Possibly
DISPOSITION (CbeeY One)
O Returned to Work O Light Duty O Sent Hoax O Referred to Private Physician O Other
Is Injury Reportable to DOL Under OSHA Guidelines? O Yes O No	 O Unknown
PHYSICAL FINDINGS:
I
DIAGNOSIS;
TREATMENT RENDERED:
a
e
A
SIGNATURE OF MEDICAL OFFICER:
GSFC aa•ia (6176)
t!1
Fitness for Duty (Input and Output)
a	 ,
NASA AMES RESEARCH CEDER
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS REPORT
Name	 Date
Division
T/ d, Employee should = be assigned a job requiry
q 1. Any lifting over	 pounds.
q 2. Anything other than bench or desk work.
q 3. Repeated bending or working in cramped positions.
q 4. Kneeling.
q 5. Two handed dexterity.
q 6. Continuous walking.
q 7. Continuous standing.
q 8. Work on ladders ur overheud.
q 9. Climbing ladders or scaffolds.
(310. Climbing stairs or ramps.
(311. Accurate far vision.
q 12. Accurate near vision.
(313.  True color perception.
q 14. True depth perception.
(315.  Work around moving machinery.
[:, 16.  Operate moving machinery.
q 17. Crane or motor vehicle operation.
q 18. Exposure to skin irritants.
(319.  Other
Expected period of disability
Physician's signature
DSD: 030
A15C,
PHYSICAL LIMITATION EVALUATION
TO: AD - PER-4 /Staffing and Personnel Services Branch
THRU: MD-O/Occupational Health
FROM: Contract Medical Director
1.	 Name	 (Last, First,	 Middle Initial)
2.	 Organization Mail Code 3.	 Birthdate 4.	 Employee No.
The above named NASA / KSC employee has been assigned handicapped
rode based on physical examination of	 or_
review of medical records on	 (date)
(date)
Doctor ' s Signature	 Date
HANDICAP CODE
00 No handicap of the type listed
10 Amputation - one major extremity
11 Amputation - two or more major extremities
20 Deformity or impaired function - upper extremity
21 Deformity or impaired function - lower extremity ^r back
30 Vision - one eye only
31 No usable vision
40 Hearing aid required
41 No usable hearing
42 No usable hearing, with speech malfunction
43 Normal hearing, with speech malfunction
50 Tuberculosis - inactive pulmonary
51 Organic heart disease (compensated) - valvular, arrhythmia,
arteriosclerosis, healed coronary lesions
52 Diabetes - controlled
53 Epilepsy - adequately controlled
54 History of emotional behavioral problems requiring special
placement effort
55 Mentally retarded
56 Mentally restored
Personnel Staffing Specialist Personnel Management
	
-3ecialist Administrative Section
(Signature) (Signature) (Signature)
o-c.0 % ^*Om 07 -Sot,
 to ,
 761 40142 TIME Momm - R2 ► III14T NOT •VT140012aw
ENTRY	 PERMIT	 Environmental Health Requirements for EnteringTanks and Confined Spaces (KHB 1840.1)
PART I - CONDITION
Location: Date: Time:
Designation:
Oxygen Content: Toxic Gas Content: Flammable Vapor:
of LEL (Lower Explosive Limit)
Atmospheric Classification: Signature of Person Verifying PART I:
A	 B
PART_ 11_
I understand that the space named in Part I has been classified as Class	 (A or 6),
and personnel who will enter the space must be equipped with equipment approved for
that class. All personnel involved have been instructed in the use of this equipment.
I further understand that other applicable safety standards must be followed.
Operations to be Performed: 	 !
FROM	 (date)	 (time)
DURATION OF ENTRY:
TO	 (date)	 (time)
Names of Entry Crew: Date:
1 ...............................
2 ................ . ........ . .... Signature of Supervisor of Entry Crew:
3 ...............................
PART
	 III
Environmental
	 Health Comment:
KSC FORM 10-797 1f/781 	 NASA/KSC FEB/75
k	 s
NASA - AMES RESEARCH CEN'iL-t
MEDICAL AUTHORIZATION TO RETURN TO WORK
DATE
HAS BEEN' OFF WORK SINCE
DUE TO (INJURY, ILLNESS) OF (INDUSTRIAL, NON-INDUSTRIAL) NATURE AND HAS
BEEN UNDER THE CARE OF	 EXAM AT THE HEALTH
UNIT (OR PERSONAL COMMUNICATION WITH	 )
ON (	 ) INDICATES (HE, SHE) MAY RETURN TO WORK ON
WITH THE FOLLOWING LIMITATIONS OR RECOMMENDATIONS:
COMMENTS:
SIGNED:
Health Unit Physician
Original to Branch Chief
1st copy to Health Unit	 215-8
2nd copy to Safety Office	 201-7
3rd copy to Personnel Records 241-5
ARC 226 (May 1973)
L.:., ,.
-	
-t
c
x
r
Work History Input
gM
4i	 OCCUPATIONAL AND MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONNAIREK
s	 NASA MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM
FOR RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE DEVICES
1
NAME OF EXAMINING FACILITY
NAME (LAST)
	 WAIT)
	
IM 1.1	 SOCIAL SECURITY NO.
000-0=000
DATE OF THIS EVALUATION	 VMS GOVT 61111	 DATE OF BIRTH	 SEX( yr 1
	
IMo.I	 IOgy )	 Wt.)	 IM04	 logy)	 qqqOC}qq 	 qq 	 q C D q-qq 	 F
RACE 1 •
	
	
STATUSCaucasian1. Government
q 2 • Npro	 q 	 2. Contnt:tor3 Otter
CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE	 EXAM ►URFOSE 1n"nVnnntAnnuN
1 • ►plgnnuN
ANSWER CODE (1) - YES 	 121 - NO	 (3) NIA
PART 1.
Occupational History
1. Have you ever had a job where you were regulary exposed to: 	 Yes No
A. Asbestos dust
B. Silica dust (sand)
C. Coal dust
D. Metal fumes or dust
E. Irritant or noxious gases
F. Plastic solvents (MEK, TDI)
G. Other solvents (degrersers)
H. Organic dust (cotton grain, wood dust, fungal spores)
1. Other (specify)
1	 1
Z. Have you ever worked (include part•dme job and hobbies):
As a hard rock, coal or uranium miner?
As a quarryman. Including sand?
In a mill processing mined or quarried materials?
In a foundry tat any job)?	 .
In abrasive blasting operations?
In the pottery industry?
In construction, insulation or shipyard work ?
Where you were exposed to dust containing:
asbestos
talc
diatomaceous earth
dust from grinding or sendjng
As a welder ?
Where you were required or chose to wear a respirator mask over
your nose and mouth?
In any other dusty job?
To be completed by employee's supervisor
3. What type of respiratory protective equipment will be
used, and what is its mode of operation (briefly describe)?
4. What tasks will the employee perform while wearing the respirator?
5. Would you consider this work to be:
sedentary	 yes	 no
mild exertion	 yes	 no
marked exertion	 yes	 no
(Note: Table 4 may be provided for reference.)
6. What visual and audio requirements are associated with his tasks?
7. What length of time will the user wear the respiratory protective equipment?
B. To what substance(s) will the employee be exposed, and what
is the deleted toxicity data?
Supervisor Signature / Date
i
v
9	 1
,•s
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH EXAMINATION
PART 1 - HISTORY FORM
DATE
NAME	 Emplovee No.
Code No.	 Extension	 Location
INSTRUCTIONS — Complete Items 1 thru 5.
1. DESCRIBE YOUR PRESENT SPECIFIC OCCUPATION,
2. ARE YOU NOW OR HAVE YOU EVER BEEN EXPOSED TO
ANY OF THE FOLLOWING? IX APPROPRIATE BOXES)
• CHAMBER OPERATIONS
	 O LASERS OR OTHER NON-
INVOLVING HIGH OR	 IONIZING RADIATION
LOW PRESSURE	 O DUSTY AREAS
• HIGH PLACES
	 O HEAVY LIFTING OR
• INTENSE NOISE OR	 PUSHING
VIBRATION
	 O OCCUPATIONS REOUIRING
• OCCUPATIONS REOUIRING
	
COLOR OR DEPTH
MANUAL DEXTERITY	 PERCEPTION
q WORK IN CONFINED
SPACES
1
3. HAVE YOU BEEN REQUIRED TO USE THE FOLLOWING
MATE RIALS/EOUIPMENT IN YOUR PRESENT (OR
PREVIOUS) OCCUPATIONS? IX APPROPRIATE BOXES)
O ASBESTOS	 O LEAD	 O PAINTS
O BERYLLIUM	 O PLASTICS
	 q CHEMICALS
O SOLVENTS
	 O RADIATION	 O WELDING
O AIRCRAFT	 O RESPIRATORS
	 O POWER TOOLS
O GRINDING
	 O PLATING
DESCRIBE EACH ITEM CHECKED. DESCRIBE EACH ITEM CHECKED
8. DO YOU HAVE A HISTORY OF ANY JOB-INCURRED INJURY OR ILLNESS?
GSFC 23-18 (12/71) 	 (over)
B. DESCRIBE YOUR HOBBIES AND RECREATIONAL, ACTIVITIES.
(FOR HEALTH UNIT USE ONLY)
6, REMARKS
23
3
3
3
3
3
0 H tai S
EMPLOYEE HAZARD EXPERIEi,"-1
NAME
	 DATE	 4/21/77
J08 TITLE
	
'A' OPERATOR	 I.D. tic).	 1005535
WORK AREA
	
AGE	 54	 SEX	 M
CHEMICAL/CONDITIit4
	
EXPOSURE LEVEL'
	 (-OMME NISo
NOISE
BUTADIENE
5TYRENE
H2504
SOD, HYDROXIDE
POT, HYDROXIDE
AMMONIA
EXPOSURE LEVELSi	 I e HIGH = ABOVE PERMISSIBLE LIMIT (MAC, TL, , )
2 s MODERATE a ABOVE ACTION LEVEL BUT BELON
PERMISSIBLE LIMIT
3 = LIGHT = BELOw ACTION LEVEL
4 = MINIMAL = MINIMAL EXPOSURE OR NOT MEASUV%ABLE
5 = UNDEFINED = MAY BE USED FOR PEAK EXCURSIONS
OR SPECIAL INTERESTS, ETC.
s COMMLt(TSt SHOULD INDICATE PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT SUCH AS RESPIR
ATORS, HEARING MUFFLERS. ETC. COULD INDICATE EXPOSURE
TO EXCURSION LEVELS FOR THE SPECIFIC CHEMICAL OR CD14--
DITION. CUMULATIVE PRIOR EXPOSURE, IF AVAILABLE. ETA.
BY
IND. iYGIEN ST. SAFETY Sir-RV.
s
:,a	 a.,__,	 ,__	 ..	 +	 _. ..	 .....	 — 	 *'•.:k.. ,.. s.,.... ......max,,:sti,,°	 .. .a	 ^s. a.^...sr..J:
RQT. HYDROXIDE
0 H M S
EMPLOYEE HAZARD EXPERIErjCE
NAME	 DATE	 4/21/77
JOB TITLE	 'A' OPERATOR	 I.O. 140.	 1005835
WoRw AREA	 AGE	 54	 SEX	 M
CHEMICAL/CONDITION	 EXPOSURE LEVEL*	 rOMMEtJTS*
NOISE	 2
• EXPOSURE LEVELSs	 I s HIGH = ABOVE PERMISSIBLE LIMIT (MAC. TLV)
2 s MODERATE n ABOVE ACTION LEVEL BUT BELOW
PERMISSIBLE LIMIT
3 = LIGHT s BELOW ACTION LEVEL
4 = MINIMAL s MINIMAL EXPOSURE OR NOT MEASURABLE
5 = UNDEFINED = MAY BE USED FOR PEAK EXCURSION5
OR SPECIAL INTERESTS. ETC.
: COMMENTS, SHOULD INDICATE PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT SUCH AS RESPIR-
ATORS, HEARING MUFFLERS, ETC. COULD INDICATE EXPOSURE
TO EXCURSION LEVELS FOR THE SPECI71C CHEMICAL OR CON-
OITiON, CUMULATIVE PRIOR EXPOSURE, IF AVAILABLE. ETC.
BY
IND	 YGIEN ST, SAFETY SUPRV.
Personal Protective Measures Input
-.
NASA • AMES REST ARCH CENTER
Moffett Field, 0difomia
11 MEMORANDUM for Ames Safety Office
Ante: Health Unit
From:
Subject:	 Authorization for Safety Protective Equipment
The work done by the employee listed below requires that he/she wear:
Check one box only. (Exception--boxes 1 and 2 may be checked together if employee's
occupation requires sun glasses,)
q 1. Safety Glassesq 2 Safety Sun Glasses
O I Laser Safety Goggles
O 4. Castom Fitted Ear Plugs
q 5. Safety Shoes
O 6, Other
Please Print €mpl3Vae'f• Name
Organisational Code
q Eye Examination
q Laser Eye Examination
Telephone Extension
Mail Stop
Signature of Branch Chief or Higher
Approved
John G. Habermever
	 Date
Solely Officer
The above contract employee or student is eligible for safety glasses or other
safety protective equipment as required by the work assigned to the contract
employee or student and should be furnished at government expense as per
Contract No.
Contract Monitor
Note: Contract employee and students are not authorized for eye examinations
and must furnish their own prescriptions for eye glasses if required.
r^	 ARC 169 (Rev. Jun 75)
77-4,Z;_
<	 a	 a
Table 3
MEDICAL APPROVAL FORM
Upon completion of a medical screening examination to
verify this individual's capability to wear a respirator, I
recommend this person for a:
q Standard certificate
q Restricted certificate bearing the following qualifications
(encircle appropriate statement):
a. Not qualified to wear breathing apparatus in
irrespirable atmospheres because of age or
some physical impairment, but is qualified
to maintain such apparatus.
b. Qualified to wear breathing apparatus or
auxiliary resca.e equipment with facepiece,
provided all removabl y: bridges or dentures
are removed from mouth.
c. Qualified to wear breathing apparatus or
auxiliary rescue equipment with facepicce,
provided such facepiece is so equipped
that vision can be corrected with
corrective lens.
d. Qualified to wear breathing apparatus
(i.e., mouthpiece) in compressed air only.
e. Qualified to wear powered respirator only.
Signed
Title
Source: Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration. Physician's
examination form. Form #5000-3. U.S. Dept. of Interior, July 1974.
22
Personalized Exposure Measurement Input
PERSONVEL MONITORING DATA SHEET
Name
	
	
Date:
Print
Social Security No.	 Time:_,______,_
Company	 Local Tel. No.:
Address
	
Hone Tel. No.:
Area Code
Wearing respiratory protection	 Yes 	 No
Wearing protective clothing	 Yes	 No
Nose Wipe Sample No.
Sputum sample No.
Monitoring Data
Instrument: PRM-5/PC-2 
	
PRM-5/'Fidler	 Pac
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
6
9
Remarks:
Monitor
Decon Area
own mm—a"(1♦u
OCCUPATIONAL EXTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURE NISTORY
8« lmbw&tww on dw BWA
L PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENTS INVOLVING RA 6. DATES OF 11111F;-OrYtNT 	 PREVIOUS 005E HISTORYOIATION EXPOSURE—LIST NAPE AND I (FROM—TOI	 I f. PERIODSOFtX/OfURE
ADDRESS OF tYIlOY94	 S. WNOLI )DY	 $. RECORD OR CALCU-(REMI	 I LATED (INSINT 0491
11 ACCUMULATED -' 9UPATIONAL
DOSE—TOTAL
CALCULATIONS--t3RM15S1tLE ME
	
11. CERTIFICATION: 1 CERTIFY THAT THE EXP05URE R15TURY L15TEU
WMULE BODY:	 9EST7OFYY
 COLUMNS
	
y
	
AND DE
 CORRECT AND COMPLETE TO THE
W PERMISSIBLE ACCUMULATED
DOSE a SIN-1B) c 	 OEM
(9) TOTAL EXPOSURE TO DATE
U'ROM ITEM 11) c	 agm	 EMPLOYEE'S SIGNATURE 	 DATE
IC) UNUSED PART OF	 14. NAME OF LICENSEE OR REGISTRANT
PERMISS:SLE ACCUMULATED
DOSE (") =	 arm
e
^c
tr
ftm Pull—ft"
CURRENT OCCUPATIONAL EXTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
to t	 tom an dw 264
14. PREVIOUS TOTAL
Lawf
LS. TOTAL QUARTER-
LV DOSE
16. TOTAL ACCUMU •
LATED ONE
17.	 F11M. ACC. DOSE IN—W) (m) 1E. UNUSED PART Of PERMISSIBLE
ACCUMULATED OOSE (mW
Aw 0m)
..... ,,..•_ 	 -	 ..^.:,,iE .^.^.m.^^.Y^•um.nasa..ns,,.n.lktvaffir'a........c......... —..»' 	'nay:"^F....+iwru5^::gste^.c:_,......^,a.:.. w.^_.....
k
KSC FORM OT-014 11/071 IONKTIMt ONLY • NOT •YOCKKOI
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
Health Phyeics
REPORT OF RADIATION EXPOSURE
FILM BADGE N0.
NAME	 DATE OF REPORT
MONTH OF EXPOSURE	 EXPOSURE (mrem)
DUTIES DURING MONTH
EXPLANATION FOR EXPOSURE (To be filled in by worker):
DATE	 SIGNED
SUPERVISOR: DATE	 SIGNED
HEALTH PHYSICS NOTES AND DISPOSITION:
DATE	 SIGNED,
To be filled out in all cases in Which film-badge indicates an exposure of greater
than 100 millirems.
-'
^
	
C
Workplace Examinations Input
TJ5C.	 NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 	 Office Us,
Lyndon 6. Johnson Space Center
4	 F.nvirnnmPntal Health f-nrvices	 BuiIdind
s	 INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE SURVEY REPORT 	 Hazard
a	 -
I. Facilities Description
a	 Facility:	 Building No.	 Room No:
` 	 Person Contacted:	 Telenhone:
Operation:	 Sketch:
L. Hazard Uescription Be specific, use Bait ona -sFets as necessary
Type of Hazard:
J^	 ^^	
^^ --- -- ^
	
---^-----
	
--
LIGHTING SURVEY
TO: THRU: FROM:
NAME Of PERSON REQUESTING SURVEVs I PHONE NO.: NAME OF PERSON PERFORMING SURVEY:
AREA SURVEVED
BUILDING NO.; ROOM NO.1 TYPE OF OPERATIONt
RECOMMENDED FOOTCANOLES FOR THIS OPERATION:
REMARKS BY ASOIM:
AREA LAYOUT:
mmuFo '
 Form wwww«Nmwmxerxw7wv
'---
r-4
AX
P4
to
cs r4
:1>
0
Mal
8 1,
0
14
to
fa
1
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
LASER SURVEY
OATL.
LOCATION NAME OF RESPONSIBLE PERSON ORGANIZAI ION SYMBOL
BUILDING NO ROOM	
i
DESCRIPTION
MANUFACTURER MODEL NO., SERIAL NO.. MSFC NO.
POWER OR ENERGY OUTPUT LASER CLASS', CW OR PULSED. TYPE OF LASER
PERSONNEL PROTECTION
OPTICAL GOGGLES?
p YES	 L] NO
MANUFACTURER, MODEL:
OPTICAL DENSITY WAVE-LENGTH,
YES	 NO
YES	 CJ NO
YES	 L7 NO
YES	 NO
^J YES	 J NO
SHIELDING	 CD YES
NON REFLECTIVE SURFACES
	
[:] YES
PROPER LIGHTING
	
CD YES
SHOCK PROTECTION	 YES
WARNING SIGNS AND/OR SIGNALS
[3 NO
[:) NO
[3 NO
CJ NO
MEDICAL EXAMINATION
INTERLOCKING DEVICES
COPY OF SOP PRESENT
COPY OF ANSI STD.
PERSON PERFORMING SURVEY
REMARKS
MSFC - Fortes 3668 (January 1978)
m	 ,
WALK-THRU SURVEY CHECK LIST
Date	 Building
The following items should be especially noted during a walk-thru survey of buildings at
MSFC: (If an item is not applicable to a building. Ciers enter NA under O. K. column.)
Item Subject Improvement Needed O. K. Recheck by EH
1. Noise
2. Lighting
3. Heat
4. Ventilation
S. Houseke---ping and
Material Handling
6. Personal Protection
8. Lasers I
9. Radiation - Ionizing
10. Solvents
11. Microwave Ovcns
12. Beryllium
13. Mercury
14. Lead
15. Asbestos
16. Special Operations:
a.	 Welding and Soldering
b.
	 Spray Painting
c.	 Plating
3.	 Heavy Equipment
17, the r
kx
OCCUPATIONAL MEOICINEANVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
RATER CHEMISTRY ANALYSIS
C) ASC	 [l, C[A.s
IIAMPLI LOCATION
►ARAYtTtR{/SAM►L! N0. __
Coldatm beitww too. , 100 m
Total bade,** (no./ 100 01)
Dis"We1 n.,pn (-.'1)
s.o.o. avn
C.O.D. (mt'1)
Tota l ..lids (09 , 1) —
014601 q4 solids toe '0
Suspendat! solids (my'1)
pat
Condsetl.sty (ymho'cm)
D.qr sots (my'l) —
Fees msnetal acids 402,11
041dtecoolions (mo'l)
►Mn.is (me 1)
Ch1.tNe ion Imy'fl
	 --
—
CrMn1. fan (my 1 y
Flue..do is. line 0
filmot. 	 sin (.K 1)
Phosphate son (my,l)
Sulfate son ( ma I)
Sulfide son (m	 '1)
Al (.91)
As (mg'l) —,
Ce (mo':)
Ct (mg 1 1) 1 .
F. 4.0 l) --
N	 (m	 'II
K	 (my'l)
In (my'l)
REMARKS
•netiOY[D •w.
ties e - r	 110/7[1	 NASA/KSC JAN 73
OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE/ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SERVICES PROJECT AREAS
MOnQY SAFETY INSPECTION REPORT - CHECK SHEET
Locations	 Date:
Inspected by:
Accompanied by:
S	 U	 Unsatisfactory
Satisfactory	 X	 Requires Explanation
1S
U OFFICES
a	 Aouaekee ing
b	 Pro er Li htin
c	 Floor Conditions
d	 Fire Hazards
e	 Tripping Hazards
f)	 Excess Materials
S U HALLS
(a)	 Walk Ways Open
(b) - Floor  Conditions
c	 Li htin
d)	 Closets
S U LABORATORY, BACTERIOLOGICAL
a	 Housekeeping
b	 S12ecimen Di p osal
S U LABORATORY CLINICAL
(a)	 Ilou sekee in_
b)	 Exhaust Hood
(c)	 Specimei, Disposal
S U LABORATORY	 GENERAL CHEMISTRY
a Housekeeping-
b	 Exhaust Hood
(c)	 Handing of Chemicals
d)	 Hau	 .ins of Glassware
e	 Equipment 
S U LABORATORY, INSTRUMENTATION
y	 'iousekeepinqtW	 Exhaust HoodEquipment
`r
MONTHLY SAFETY INSPECTION REPORT - CHECK SHEET
(con't Page 2)
a	 u	 LABORATORY - CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
a Housekee in
b Propes Storage
S u
a
STERILIZATION ROOM
Housekeeping
(b) --- Equipment 
S u MEDICAL
a
SECTION
Housekee in
b X-ray
(c)- VAB_
d CCAF:
e LCMT
f Emergency Trailer
Vehicles
h Stora a Areas
GENERAL CO."MENTS:
Identify Specific Location/Safety Discrepancy
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
FOOD SERVICE SANITATION CHECKLIST
NAME OF FACILITY IIatOECTEO OA7E TIME
ITEM INSPECTED S U ITEM INSPECTED S U
1.	 FOOD SERVICES WORKERS 4.	 SERVING TECHNIQUE
H CERTIFICATE
SONAI HYGIENE
A.	 SERVING LINE
V	 SANDWICHES
s•	 " .CILITIE5 AND EQUIPMENT C.	 FROZEN FOOD
D.	 EFT—OVER FOODA	 VF:N_T"I.ATION
S.	 DISHWASHING TEC4NIOUi.B,	 FLOOR_
C.	 INSECT AND RODENT CONTROL A.	 PRE—WASH
D.	 UTENSIL STORAGE B.	 WASH	 TEMP.
E.	 MOP AND BROOM PACK C.	 RINSE	 T MP.
F.	 RCSTROOMS D.	 STORA(;E OF CLEAN EQUIPMENT
G.	 OUTSIDE AREA 6.	 FOOD PREPARATION
H.	 GARBAGE DISPOSAL A.	 EQUIPMENT
3.	 STORAGE TECHNIQUES B.	 FOOD H .IJULING
A.	 REFRIGERATORS C.	 FOOD TEMPERATURES
B.	 DRY STORAGE
C.	 VEGETABLES
D.	 BREAD AND BAKERY PRODUCTS
E.	 FOOD HANDLING
REMARKS AuD nECOMMENDATIONS.	 WRITTEN REPLY IS REQUIRED WITHIN IU DAYS
`.J
GENERAL RATING SIGNATURE OF SANITARIAN SIGNATURE OF FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISOR
SATISFACTORY
UNSATISFACTORY
z
NASA/KSC AUG/75KSC FORM 10-15e I5r711	 •S — SATISFACTORY	 U — UNSATISFACTORY
1AIR MONITORING DATA SHEET
DATE
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. POSITION THE SAMPLER ABOUT S FEET ABOVE GROUND LEVEL IF PRACTICABLE.
Z. START THE SAMPLER AFTER INSURING THE FILTER IS NOT PUNCTURED, IS PROPERLY POSITIONED AND THE
TOP RING IS SECURED TIGHT ON THE SAMPLER.
3. FILL IN THE BLANKS BELOW AS INDICATEDt
A.	 TEAM NUMDER LOCATION	 SAMPLER TYPE
S/N FILTER SIZE SURVEY METER TYPE SAN
III. BACKGROUND DATA
SYART
TIME FLOW RATE SURVEY METER READING
STOP
C.	 AIR ACTIVITY I%ATA
TIME FLOW RATE SURVEY METER READING
Lil
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MICROWAVE OVEN SURVEY
READI G
LOCATION	 DATK	 inw/cin
	
SATISFACT014Y UN.;AT.L"'*FA('!1'01iY
•
REMARKS AND/OR RECOMMENDATIONS:
Sanitarlan'
HERLTH PHYSICS RADIATION SURVEY RECORD
DATE:	 PROJECT N0:	 USER:	 RSO:
LOCATION:
USE AREA STORAGE	 BLDG. NO.	 ROOM CUSTODIAN SUPV'R	 AUTHORIZATION
RADIATION SOURCES:
DESCRIPTION:	 ISOTOPE:	 APPROX. ACT:	 FORM:
SPECIAL MONITORING REQUIRFMNTS:
MAX. AREA DOSE RATE (GENERAL WORK AREA/BOUNDARY
SOURCE SHIELDED
SOURCE UNSHIELDED
AREA WIPE TEST CONDUCTED:
RESULTS:
RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL SECTION
AREA CLASSIFICATION & ACCESS CONTROLS:
POSTING REQUIREMENTS:	 YES	 NO	 NIA	 REMARKS
WARNING SIGNS
NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES
RULES & REGS.
LICENSE COPY
OPERATING PROCEDURES
mB & xmi 1860.1/lE
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 	 -^
10 CFR 19 & 20
AFETRM 16o-1 & 16o-2
"ON FILE" LIST
-1-
aHEALTH PHYSICS RADIATION SURVEY RECORD
(ODNTINUED )
REMARKS
PERSONNEL MONITORING
REQUIREMENTS:
BADGES
DOSIMETERS
OTHER
CONTAMINATION CONTROL
SHIELDING/SPECIAL HANDLING
REQUIREMENTS:
YES	 NO	 F/A
NOTES:
CONCLUSION:
COMMENTS:
PREPARED BY:
PAN AM HEALTH PHYSICS
k15G
RADIOGRAPHY SURVEY
DATE: TIME: LOCATION:
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION: RADIOGRAPHER:
RADIATION SOURCES
NUCLIDE: SIN: ACTIVITY:
CAMERA READING: DISTANCE:
MR/MR
CAMERA TYPE: O < 4 INCHES FROM SOURCE TO EXTERIOR ', RFACE
MINIMUM 4 INCHES FROM SOURCE TO EXTERIOR SURFACE
RADIATION PRODUCING DEVICE: KV: MA:
LEAK TEST CERTIFICATE: DATE:
YES	 Q NO	 ,
SURVEY INSTRUMENTATION
INSTRUMENT: DATE CALIBRATED: 2 MR/MR — 1 R/MR CAPABILITY;
O YES
	 O NO
PERSONNEL MONITORING CONTROL
FILM BADGES: PAIRED POCKET CHAMBERS/DOSIMETERS:
Q YES
	 O NO YES	 NO
RADIOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS
BARRIERS:
CONTINUOUS RESTRAINING BARRIER: 	 O YES
	 O NO
DESCRIPTION:
POSTING REQUIREMENTS:
"CAUTION RADIATION AREA" SIGNS AT 2 MR/HR:
	
q YES NO
"CAUTION HIGH RADIATION AREA" SIGNS AT 100 MR/MR: O YES ONO
"RADIOACTIVE" SIGNS ON VEHICLES:
	 O YES O NO	 O N/A
NIGHT OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS (If Applicable):
AMBER/WHITE LIGHTS FOR ILLUMINATION OF SIGNS:
	
q Y E S O NO
FLASHING RED LIGHTS USED FOR WARNING:
	
Q YES O NO
K!C FORM 16-344 (7/761
RADIOGRAPHY SURVEY )Continued)
DATE: OPERATION:
RADIOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS (Continued)
SECURITY AGAINST UNAUTHORIZED EXPOSURE:
CONSTANT SURVEILLANCE BY RADIOGRAPHER/ASSISTANT:
CONTROL DEVICE/ALARM SYSTEM UTILIZED:
AREA LOCKED TO PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY:
SURVEYS:
SURVEY(S) TO ENSURE 2 MR/HR BOUNDARY:
SURVEY(S) TO ENSURE SOURCE RETURNED TO SHIELDED
POSITION:
Fj YES
YES
n YES
YES
Q YES
M NO
[3 NO
Q NO
F-] NO
F-1 NO
Q N/A
F-1 N/A
Q N/A
COMMENTS
PREPARED BY:
OMENS
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Environmental Agent Records Input
MANU^ACTUREP'S NAME REGULAR TELEPHONE NOEMERGENCY TELEPHONE NO
ADDRESS
TRADE NAME
SYNONYMS	 Monomethyl hydrazine, 1-methylhydrazine, CH,NHNH7
it HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS .*
MATERIAL OR COMPONENT X HAZARD DATA
.MMH (Monomethyl Hydrazine) ^ 99
:
	
ma/kg
(Orl-	 rat)
Water < 1
111 PHYSICAL DATA
BOILING POINT, 760 MM HG	
-62.30 F.
---
SPECIFIC GRAVITY W20-111
.
59
VAPOR DENSITY IAIR • 11	 1.6
1Y VOLATILES BY VOL 	 100
APPEARANCE AND ODOR	 Clean liquid  with
MELTING POINT	 c - 11 .10 F.
T	 -
VAPOR PRESSURE	 800 F. @ 56 mm
SOLUBILITY IN H2O, %BY INT	 Solubl e
EVAPORATION RATE IBUTYL ACETATE I i	 ---
ammonia -1 i ke odor.	 _
r	 _.
1^L
3	 High Health Hazard
T-
Highly Flammable
Moderately Reactive
v
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
I PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION
i
	
i'
IV FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA
FLASH POINT
ITEST METHODI ;	 17o F.	 (Closed Cup)
AUTOIGNITION
TEM►ERATURB	 3820 F.
FLAMMABLE LIMITS IN AIR, r BY VOL LOWER 2 UPPER 98
EXTINGUISHING
MEDIA Water, foam, dry chemical and carbon dioxide.
SPECIAL FIRE In advanced or.massive fires, fire fighting should be done from
FIGHTING a safe distance or from a protected location; use water to keep
PROCEDURES fire-exposed containers cool.
UNUSUAL FIRE
AND EXPLOSION
HAZARD Vapor forms explosive mixture, with air over a wide range.
V HEALTH HAZARD INFORMATION
HEALTH HAZARD DATA	 OSHA standard is 0.1 parts per million (ppm).
ROUTES OF EXPOSURE
INHALATION Local and systemic effects. in res p iratory system.
SKIN CONTACT
Corrosive to' skin .
SKIN ABSORPTION
Can penetrate skirl to cause systemi'c;'texi ci ty.
•	 EYE CONTACT•
Liquid contact may cause eye burns or blisters.
INGESTION
Systemic toxicity.
EFFECTSOFOVEREXrosURE Irritation, central nervous system depression, skin burns,
ACUTEOVEREXPOSURE dizziness, loss of weight, cardiovascular collapse, convulsio,
CHRONIC OVEREXPOSURE Damage to liver, kidney; anemia; hemolysis of red blood
•	 cells.
EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES
EYES	 Irrigate with water.
SKIN	 Wash with soap and water.
INHALATION 
Call a physician as soon as possible.
INGESTION	 Call a physician as 'soon as possible.
NOTES TO PHYSICIAN Treat burns as usual. Gastric l avace, i f •i ngested, followed by
saline catharsis.' Pyridoxine Hydrochloride, in hiqh doses by injection, has
been used. Sedation, if necessary. Symptomatic and supportive.
DIAGNOSTIC TESTS: Anemia
Isonicotinic acid hydrazine may be found in blood plasma.
ISc Form 1074 (Ole 16)(01)
`	 3
	
•	 VI REACTIVITY DATA
CONDITIONS CONTRIMUTINGT0INSTAGILITV 	 Free air, oxidizer, electrical sparks and
	
•	 heat source.
INCOMPATI•ILITY Compatible with most common metals.
HAZARDOUS OECOM►OSITION PRODUCTS
Nitrogen compounds.
CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING TO HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION
	
None.
	 .
VII SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES
STEPS TO 8E TAKEN If MATERIAL IS RELEASED ON SPILLED
Large quantities may be burned under supervision.
Small quantities may be flushed.
NEUTRA`IZING CHEMICALS
None.
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD 
Incineration, biological oxidation.
Vill SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION
VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS 	 Local exhaust ventilation.
SPECIFIC PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
RESPIRATORY ISPECIFV IN DETAIL)
	 Self-contained respirator.
EYE	
Face shield. a
GLOVES	
Fuel-resistant vinyl-coated gloves.
• OTHER CLOTHING AND EOUIPMENT 	 Acid Suit.
Rubber safety shoes.
18C Fore,1074 (Doe 76)(01)
iS SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS
PRECAUTIONARY
STATEMENTS 	 Separate from oxidizing materta13.
Extremely harmful if inhaled, swallowed or absorbed
through the skin.
Corrosive to skin.
A suspect carcinogen.
OTHER HANDLING AND
STORAGE REWIREMENTS
Outside or detached storage if preferred. Inside storage should be
in a standard flammable liquid storage room or cabinet. Tanks
should be located in water-filled dikes..
A nitrogen atmesphere'should be maintained over anhydrous hydrazine.
^IIE►AIIED^Er	 •
ADDRESS
	 Environmental health Seri-ices/013
DATE
	 19 January 1977
!EC For& 1074 (Doe 7E)(OT)	 NASA-JS
RADIATION SAFETY COMMIT TEE USER INVENTORY
	
HP#
ORG.	 AUTHORIZED LASER USER
BLDG.	 ROOM NO.
	 CLASS
1. DESCRIPTION OF LASER
A. TYPE	 E. WAVE LENGTH EMITTED
B. MANUFp ,TURER	 F. MAXIMUM OUTPUT
C. MODEL/SERIAL	 G. BEAM DIAMETER
D. ARC #	 H. BEAM DIVERGENCE
2. OTHER USERS OF LASER
3. DESCRIPTION OF USE
4. SAFETY FEATURES
A. SHIELDING
$. WARNING DEVICES
C. INTERLOCKS
D. SPECIAL OPERATING PROCEDURES
E. CLASSIF.t'ATION LABEL
5. EYE PROTECTION
A. TYPE OF EYEWEAR
B. WAVE LENGTH MARKED ON EYEWEAR
C. OPTICAL DENSITY (OD)
D. SPECIAL PROVISIONS
6. SPECIAL HAZARDS
DATE
SIGNATURE OF PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR LASER
DATE
RADIATION SAFETY OFFICER
DSS 27 (Rev. 1-77)
Al G.
RADIOISOTOPE INVENTORY RECORD
	
AUTHORIZED USER
	
ISOTOPE
ACTIVITY
	
CHEMICAL FORM	 SUPPLIER/LOT NO. MIIIICURIES Icllocultil R	 nl
	
I—GI— _ W al 
— 
DATE	 ATE
	
L
DATE
	 DATE
DSS•24
(APR 73)
Action Items Input
6SA C.,
	
r	
REQUEST FOR RADIATION SAFETY
'OMI ^ : TTEE RE-VIEW - LASER
DATE:
CODE:
INITIATOR:
BLDG:	 ROOM
LASER PRINCIPAL OP RE ATOR:
TYPE OF LASER: MEDIUM
!LODE: Q SWITCHED
NON Q SWITCH
c 
LASER MANUFACTURER:
MODEL:	 SERIA NUMBET"
USE OC LASER
OUTPUT ERAMETERS:
1. ENERGY/POWER:
2. PULSE REPETITION RATE:	 Hz
3. MAX POWER OUTPUT
AV POWER OUTPUT
4. PULSE DURATION
5. EMERGENT BEAM DIAM	 cm
6. WAVELENGTH(s)
?. EMERGENT BEAM DIVERGENCE 	 mrad
WHAT LOCATION IS LASER TO BE USED?
PERSONS WHO WILL USE LASER:
PROCEDURES:
CONTROLS:
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBLE FOR CONTROL AND ACCOUNTABILITY:
REVIEWED AND APPROVED (BRANCH HEAD OR OTHERWISE AS APPROPRIATE)
NAME	 DATE
D APPROVED	 Q DISAPPROVED
Q APPROVED SUBJECT TO ATTACHED REQUIREMENTS
RSO OR CHAIRMAN	 DATE
rRADIOACTIVE
(Proper' An
MATERIAL USE REQUEST
SrAd j eol *Ott four SBA/SS)
IRON	 ()SAME) (PIBAPP Br/ne) OFFICE CODE DATE REP.	 Numb[* A
TO:	 KSC RADIATION PROTECTION OFFICER (R ►0)
VIA
HEALTH PHYSICS SECTION (OMENS)
1.	 RADIOACTIVITY 	 1E01110EIIENIS
A.	 ELEMENT	 AND	 ISOTOPE B.	 PHYSICAL FORM
C.	 TOTAL QUANTITY REOUIRED 	 INC OR UNITS) 0.	 ESTIMATED	 ACTIVITY	 ► 	 R	 CXPCRIMINT	 IMC	 OR	 UNI75)
E. WASTE CONCENTRATIONS
A AMOUNTS
LIQUID SOL 10
2.	 TITLE OR BRIEF 0ESCRIP710N OF PROPOSED PROJECT
S.	 PROPOSED PROCEDURE	 (INCLUDING	 SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS)
$A.	 LICENSE NO. SS.NRC
STATE OF
A. LOCATION OF USK BUILDING NUMBER ROOM NUMBER AREA ZONE NUMBER
S.	 USERS B.	 PERIOD COVERED BY REQUEST
FROM	 TO
7.	 HEALTH PHYSICS EQUIPMENT	 REQUIREMENTS
ORIGINATOR SUPERVISOR'S	 SIGNATURE
APPROVALS
SIGNATURE IOMKMS HKALTH PHYSICS) DATE
SIGNATURE (NBC RADIATION PROTECTION OFFICER) DATE
SIGNATURE (CHAIRMAN NBC) PATE
OMOINALCOPY I HEALTH	 • Supplied by Health Physics Section.
KSC FORM I6 -500N5 (REV. 5/771
LASER USE EVALUATION ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH REQUIREMENTSFOR LASER OPERATIONS (KHB 1640.1)
NAME OF USE REQUESTER ORGANIZATION DATE REF. NUMBER
A.	 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
I MANUFACTURER 2	 MODEL 3	 SERIAL v0
A TYPE ICW OR PULSED) 6.	 PULSE WIDTH 6	 PULSE REPETITION RATE 7	 WAVELENGTH
6 TOTAL OUTPUT IPOWER OR ENERGY) S.	 SEAM DIAMETER IEXtTI 10	 SEAM DIVERGENCE
II LOCATION OF USE
B.	 TITLE OR BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED USE
C.	 PROPOSED PROCEDURES (INCLUDING SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS)
D.	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH REQUIREMENTS
I. SAFE EYE EXPOSURE DISTANCE (SEED)
DAY:
NIGHT:
2. MINIMUM OPTICAL DENSITY OF LASER SAFETY GLASSES IOD'
9. OTHER
•. OMENS SIGNATURE 5.	 DATE
6. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH APPROVAL (SIGNATURE) 7.	 DATE
KSC FORM OT-166 17/771 (ONETIME FORM - REPRINT NOT AUTMOR12ED
	
NaSA'KSC JUL 73
'SUPPLIED BY OMENS
r
OOODA
1. Type of report Code
1
Date
Time
Yr. Mo.
1
Day
1
Hr.
I
Mn.
I
3.
Place
Facility Number
	
Room
I	 I	 I	 I
4. Person Involved Social Security Number 	 jUxj Age TvA Occupation Organisation
I	 I I I	 I	 I 1 I	 I	 I	 I 11 I
G. Activity Engaged In 1 6. Type of Incident I
7. Agency Involved (What was used, done, etc.) S. Result of Incident !
9. Nature of Injury/Illness I 10. Part of Body Affected 1
I
11. Severity of Injury/Illness
_
12. human Factor I
13. Physical/Environmental Factor I 14. Report Sent to OWCPt Y N
15. Actionls) Taken 18. Lost Time Data Mo. Day Yr.
I i
1
I 1
I
1 I
I
1
I
I I
I
a. Date unable to perform
regular established dudes Ii I
( i I I I 1 1 ( i b. Date returned to work
(Regularly established duties)
1
(
(
I
I
I
16. Professional Effortls) c. Date returned to work
(Restricted work activities) iI I1
I I I 1 I I I (
I
d. Date terminated I
I
1
i
I
17. Disposition 1 e. Date permanently transferred
to lighter duty
I !
I
18. Property Involved f. Number of days of
restricted activity
I
I	 I IDescription	 Type Own Amount of Loss
I I a	 1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 11	 1 0 1 0I g. Number of days lost I1	 I
I ( SI	 I	 j	 l	 l	 i	 i 010 h. I	 I	 I
1 1 SI	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1 010 i.
Narrative (Include who, what, when, where, and how)
Continue on separate sheet, if necessary
Corrective Action Taken or Planned
When: Now __ or FY
Prepared
BY:
Signature: Name: Code: Date:
